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I NTRODUCTI ON 
The following appendices doctlllents pertinent supporting technical 
effort that was performed for the Modeling and Analysis prQgram: 
Appendices A through C contains the computer program listings 
that were generated as part of Task I. "Discrete Time Domain Analysis 
of Switching Regulators," 
Appendix A contains the softw~re for the Buck Regulator. 
Appendix B contains the software fot the Boost Regulator. an~ 
Appendix C contains the software for the Buck-Boost Regulator. 
All programs have been check~i out .and the results compared with 
typical performance data. Problem areu may still exi st when 
s,e 1 ect 1 ng the error coeff1 c: 1 ent va 1 ue (EPS) used in the programs. 
Appendices ~ through G contains the equation derivation and 
opt1miz.ation software for Boost and Buck-Boost Regulators developed 
in supp~r" of Task n. "Design Optimization of Power Converters." 
So,ftware has been checked out. 
Appendices Hand r were perfonned as part of Task II, 
"Investigation of Current Injected Multiloop Controlled Switching 
Regulators.1I 
Apper"dix J contains the computer program developed and used for 
Task IV, IlMAPPS Demonstration Problem for VSTOL 'Emerging Power System. II 
Appendix K establishes the input parameter justification for the 
discussion presented in Section 5. Volume r. 
-1-
1 
'1 """-"~_'._~"--'-_~~~jloo"""""-"'i<.<t~f~~~~M,o.~lk;~_ .. ""., ",'.,~~\_~~..Mr~ .. d~t:}~",..~"",.;;,.,;>.m.w",",c...c· ~~ 
AppendiX A. Buck Regulator PAS Comput"r Program Oeser; ption 
The computer program nomenclature is documented in Tables Al 
through A3. 
The PAS' computer program flow chart is presented in Figures Al 
through A3. Figure Al depicts the computational flow for the various 
analysis techniques. Figures A2 and A3 represent the user interactive 
guid.e line for directing the GQ!'I\putat1onal f1o\!' of the program. The flow 
char'ts presented 1n Figures A4 through A'13 describe the computational sd-
quences of the various subroutines and functions that comprise the sumary 
functioned blocks of the buck regulator program. 
In additio'I1, the derivation of the computational procedure for 
the closed-loop tral'lsfer function for the ,audio susceptibility analyses 





































st.ady-state ripple • ! - ~ 
, 
, (for .tgenvalul computations) 
r 
ORAL library subroutine 
!oLD 
[Cl C2 R3 R4 RS' RN2 XLD CO RL EIJT 
H 
QRAL library subroutine 
QRAL l1S)rlry subroutine 
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sta,te Iqns characteristic matrix 
state eqns characteristic matrix 
state Iqns characteristic matrix 
stlte Iqns input coupling matrix 
state eqns input coupling matrix 
state eqns input coupling m~trix 
maximum rmmber iteration.s for steady-state solution 
minimum error for steady-state solutions 
) 
• 1 - continuous 
inductor current flag 























Table A2. Nominal Paramet!!:!.. (MK~-1r.stem) , 
-, 
tJ 50 THETAO 
tR 20 DELTHET 
n 8 THETAF 
RI.. 10 H 
TP 30E-6 
NIT 




RO 0.015 IPL,T 
CO 3.E-4 LIST 
R5 0.077 LPEAK 
RNl 40. LFE 
RN2 26. NK 
LFREQ 
Cl 2200E-12 
C2 0.022E .. 6 LRTL 
Rl .28.7E··3 NRL 
R2 13.5E-3 OPRAH 
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Table A3. Name11st Parameters 






. XLO ~ RO 
i CO 
i 

















































r RDK " R:;(Rl+R21 
RN ::: RN2/RtH 
Gl = G2 ::: G3 ::: 0 i 
F I = F2 ::: F3 ::0: CJ I 
---.~ 
E 1 J Fl, F2. F3 . 




C_.f2'XLO'TP.r~ TON-'1 EI. (EI-ER) 
~xLO·TP-PO· EI-ER TF13~- EI'~R' R 
., 
TF2= TP=TON-TFl 
I DELTON ::: XHU· TON 
/" 
C TF2:> EPS 





MOO~_l .1' ___ --. 
I TON = TP· ER/El 
1 DELTON = XMU·TON 
YES 
MOOE 2 
j IT = . 
• ';"rM'7~' .0-.,.. , _______ "."~ <.~ _,~.--.._ .,~_.J.".~, __ ._ .... __ ,_~ ___ ._.""""""" 
~ 
_ _ __ r-----. 





41(TON), Gl(TON) j 
~·.=l -
COMPUT': 
TEMPI - I ~(TI') 
DET ::: ITEMl'lJ. 






V2 ::: iVECI( 3) 
- -.--. r 
1 
COMPUTE 
Xl* = 1(1,1) 
X2* = :'(2,1) 
















Zl* ::: )'(1,1) 
tt dV::df 5 evv'n at)" " ~ ... ~_ .. _"''''' < d j 1"'* '..I J
-'. .".;"' r"'-·~·---- =~''(~'TFZ~~f:P5'~' MODE 2 ",! i ',,- __ ,-,/ 
r NO I 























\ TON-~~~ -ER/El 
f DELTON = XMU·TON 
r IT = 0 






r;r~ATCH = SCI I 
TON =TON - DMATCH I 
I SCI = XMATI I 
IT ::IT+1 












~ I ~.-----~ 1 
- I I 
1 • \ 1 I \ ! TOtl 0 TP·ER/E I I 
i I -.-.-~' I 
20 
--->i:&lt &"'-~ __ -........ ........ ~:... 
YES 
FIGURE A-1A 
---1-- .. --._-- ~.----... -~." "~'l- --- --
X2* = Y(2,1) 




11* = ~(l,l) 
12* = Y(2,1) 
13* = Y(l,l) 
o __ ~tt--__ -. 
COMPUTE 
SMATCh :; SCI, 
-t.Z31·11*!·tZ32oZ2* 
+ES+d132·ER 
. -.. --- -------' 
r'~~PUT~ 
l.RIPX 0 X' - r· . 





EI, MODE, TON 
TFl, T r', X, Y. 











~A~~~PUTE~.PR:~ FLOW DIAGRAM • 72, • _ I. ,J 








~~<2~E n 2_ no T~ ___ ~ 
\ 
COMPUTE I 
X'. Y·. Z' I 
IP~I~T:L=-, 
TON, TF1, TF2 
X*, Y*, Z* 
IT == 0 
COMPUTE 
SMATCH (X*.TON*, 








1 __ 1 
I COMPUTJ: 








EI, MODE, TON. TF1. 
Tt2. TP, ~, V, Z. 
RIPX, SCC IT 
I 
! COMPU1:~ L Y(TOIt. Tf! .!l 
~ 'St >.1. :. ,! 
-------
YES 















~TL=2 ~SCII~Y I NO 'b· I J 
.. / ~ WRITE, c ' .. . I 











'" I SCII ~ EPS 
~ ,/ 
....... . ....... / 












FIGURE A-1B - PAS 1 COMPUTER FLOW CHART 




























_~ ~.",<:IM~It'l1\dii",,*!!o ....... ~~_~_ 
_ i 
•. _.X2 __ '" ~ 1 II 
e = 
• .. ! 
." n)"- ,4 ........ : 
r·· 
... 













J ~ , ~ 
~ 
. I 









YES LFE = 1 
~ / .. / 






~ " ~, I ~I = EIS WIT ~j 
U(1,l) = EI 
XFP =! 




























U ._ ..... ....,.... _____ . _ ... ~--.f _eM 
I WRITE ~IT' Y I ~"E~K ~ LFE __ ;}._ _~_,~,_...... . ,', ¢' "',....:...:~.l • ",3- r t C" t m c nb ty'J 7' ,4 
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" , ....... 
CHANGE 
COMO 





































'-', NAME LI~ ~CCEPT P~AHF 


























v I NO 












~P~~IF~-Fl~A~ ~Al:JUE ACCEPT PR~MF 
__ ,r, 5. d)"-
NO 
SPECIFY r~ITIAL VALUE 
. ACCEPT T~:!::TA t L _____ _ 
SPECIFY I~CREMENT VALUE 
ACCEPT DEL THET 
~~F' -fINAL VALUE 












l ! I 
I 
-'-~~'"'-..'---"-"-'~~'-
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SET X*2 ,. 0 
~OMPUTE X*l '" f(EI) 







SUBROUTINE STSl (W2, PHI, Wl, 0, U) 
~ 
TEMPYl = PH I· Wl 











SUBROUTINE PSIMAT (PSI, TON, Tn ,X,U,XMU) 
VARTON ~ TON 
VARTFl c Tn 
DELTON r: XMU·TON 
DEL TFl II< XMU· Tn 
~X II< XMU'! 
: , 
[ 00 68 <= 1,3 1 
YES 
XJ = JX + f, X J 
IT = 0 
SCI = ZETAI 
(VARTON,X,U) 
r-----------~----__ , ____ .. DZETA=[ZETA1(VARTO~~DELTON,V,U) 
-SCI]/DElTON 
IT c IT+l 
.VARTON c VARTON-SCI/DZETAl 
.SCI. = ZETAl (VARTON,X,U) 
YE 
WRITE IT, SCI 
-I-------~------
• COMPUTE 
j ~.1(VARTOtn.,D1(VARON) f 
; Y* = el'X*+D1U I 
lIT = 0 i 





























VARTFE ::: VARTFl-Bl/DB 




L..=TE IT. B1 
COMPUTE 
f-f(VARTON, VARTfl) I 
¢IJ = (ff-fOI)/~XJ j' 
XJ = XJ - t:. X J 
I-----~I-~- -
[UJ' 0 I • 1.3 





IJI = 'l' + ¢1 
FOLDOUT FRAMm L 





















TFl = TP- TON 
COMPUTE' 
~1(TON). !rr. (TO~i 
t2(TFl , 02 (Tn) 
C(J4PUTE J-" 
01 • U 
+ 
COMPUTE 
F • t2,!rr. '(J + 02 !l 
~ 
TF2 - TP - TF1·· TON 
COMPUTE 
tl{TON), 01 (TON) 
12(TF1), 02 (TF1) 
t,3(TF2), 03 (TF2) 
I z 13-f2·11 
FTEMP1 = IX 
TEMP 2 = 13·12-01 
TEMP 1 = 13·02 
TEMP 1 ~ 13t201+1302 
Y::( 131201+1302)03 
FTEMP2 ... YU 
F= tX + YU 
• 
FIGURE A6 - PAS 1 SllBROUTINE FFUNC 1 
' ..... 
~_~'""""...... _"i" .• ~."".li!!Ittt.i' M''''rit!-'''kitl!!-.~.-....a.._ .... ~~_,_ •. ~.,.~_ _,,,,-",",--__ .~_~,._"'- _~ __ ,.. .. ,,,~_~_.",,-~_.,.-,-_,..-.,.,,.~. tA 7........... tnT" '. t n ¥'Si"'ifr .' Mm.:? ., nt: sA 
SUBROUTINE GAMM 1 (GAM. TON. TFl. X. U, XMU) 
r-----'-'-. -_._-....... 
VAR10N ~ TON 
VARTFl • TF1 
DELTON I'; XMU· TON 
OELTFl I'; XMU* TFl 




Ul ;: Ul + AU d 
IT - 0 
~SCI ~ ZETA1(VARTON,X,U) 
i 
,COMPUTE 
'iDZETHAl :: [ZETAl 
j(VARTON+OELTON,X,U) 
I-SCI J/DEL TON 
iIT = IT + , 
:VARTON=VARTON-SCI/DZETAl 
IStJ=ZETA (VARTON X U) 





¢>1 (VARTON) ,01 (VARTON) 
y. a tl·X* + 01 • U 
- .- -. -
IT • 0 
/~ 
MODE I'; 1 
NO 
FsMATl (VARTF1 ,1.U) ] 





/"" l <vYEi 
i NO ' 
NO I
ll, I 'WRITE 
I IT. SCI jr---------------..JI 





, .. ~ .. ~.j 
z--'» .. '""f!l' - -~~ ... _.',ll ... ' __ 4Z ______ ;_;_; --------~~--r- -
COMPUTt 
~l(VARTON),Dl(VARTON) 
~ ... ~l'X" + .Ql . .ll. 
Xl c 0 
/~ 
MODE :::, >-. ..:...j.=..;:E S:....--".....__---' 
NO 
~1 (VARTFl.r.U) 




Bl=Bt~ATl (MARTF1, Y ,U) 
~YES 
I NO 
FIGURE A7 - PAS 1 SUBROUTJNE GAMM 1 
"1 
COMPUTE 
r .. f(VARTON,VARTF1) 
C;OMPUT.-! 
GIIU &: f .. !Q ~ f,U 
UL :: U1 "AU .-J 


























~l 0 § ~ 
c: ~' ""i . , 
g ~i 
Ea ~ i 
B2 = BMATl (TFl , 
DEL TFl, Y, u) 
DEMAT' _ JI32-_8Jl 
1 DELTF! 
Bl 
TFl = TFl - DEMATl 
Bl-BMAT1(TF1,Y,U) 
SUBROUTINE SHATl (TON,TF1,TF2, SMAT. '·~MU, XlO, JiC) 
TFl"'TP-TON-TFl 
DEL T n=XMU-TFl 
't 
~~OMPUTE 1 APPROXIMATE STEADY-STATj X*. !*, Z* 
I 
I 
Y3 = ET 










IT s IT +1 
















,:~~(~', " .. _ ..,-
(32-B1) OEM~Tl - . --- -DELTFl 
Bl 









Z*=~2· y* + 02 U 
- -
Z2* = 0 
TF2 - TP-TON-TFl 
t.3{TF2), D3(TF2) 
SMAT = X3-~331·Z1 
-~332-Z2 -~333·Z3 
-d332-U2 -d331-Ul 
I -'-'-l~ ----- _J 
WRITE \ 
IT, TF1, 81 
1- ES, U2 =: ER 
L_ I 








.. _. ______ .-~--.:. ___ .J.,,,_ ... , ~-::::.:-:-.::_:_~_===,~.::.:~ .. ,."..,.il'" ,""6""'; M _ --..11-=""":'_"" 7 ,. ori 7 7 it . : $* etC no 5 EmS d 






ZETA 1 = -ET + : 
~131*X1 + ~132*X2+ 
~133*X3 + d131*U1+ 
d132*U2 
~ 
SUBROUTINE BMAT 1 (TF 1, V, U) 
COMPUTE 





BMATl = ~221·V1 
+ ~222·V2 
~ 











SUBROUTINE XMATl (TON. EI, ER) 




TDePl • -tP 
TEMP 1 • , ... , 
otT· 11-tPj 
.--__ HO___._""' r DETI "lX1 0-8 
TYEC', • tFl1 dN11 
"'.F12dN21 
TEVC,2 • tF21dN" 
+tF22dN2, 
[ Xl.' [ 0J-' (lVECll] X2*.)· l-.P lTVEC12 





Yl* • tNll'Xl* 
"'tN12'X2*+dNll'EI 
Y2· • tNZ1'Xl* 
+tN22·X2*"'dN21·EI 
V3* • ET 
SCI • tF31·Yl-
+tFJ2· V2* ... ET 
+dF32·ER 
XMA T1 • X ( 3 ) • SC I 
100 M_,.r--------






..~._,.<~".,~« .... , ,_, ~." "L~d,J 
SUBROUTINE OVSH j (PSI. FP, Nt K) 
~-------------. --
DO 10 1*1, 3 
DElXP(I) • XFP(I)+X(I) 
DO 30 NN • 1. NK 
WRITE NN. ~p: . I
RMVEMUL 
(TVEC, PSI, DELXP) 
DO 14 r :;t 1,3 
DELXp(r) • TV~C(I) 





SUBROUTINE PHDMAT (PHI, D. T, F, G) 
CALL 
PHI, D. FSQ. F. 
G. B 
CALL 
-TAR1, TAR2, TVECl 
C(J4PUTE 
-~GAM1. GAM2 
GRAL 1. GRAL 2 
X Il .XIZ 
COMPUTE PHI T 
·R CLR (TAR1, GAM1,F,3,3) 
·R~Ul 
(FSQ,F,F ,3,3,3) 





















t ~l ~! 
<;0' 
f :(1 ~ t;'. ~ :;> < ttl f "', >, 
~, 
,t 



















1=1.3 J = 1,3 




V(r,5) = -Y·V(I,J) 
I = 1,3 J - 1,3 
't' '~~.-.:;,,~~_.~_ .. 
OEGRAO "" 180/1T 
RAOOEG "" 1/0EGRAO 
THETA = THETAO-OELTHET 
___ J 
DO 2 I "" 1,3 
J "" 1,3 
B(I,J) "" 0 
~ 
WRITE EI 
00 12 I = 1,3 
DO 10 J "" 1,3 
(10) A(I,J) "" -PSI(I,J) 
A(I,J) = A{I,J)+X 
L--____ ~~ ___ ----~ 
YES NO 
~.".".~~_ .. ~,~_. __ ., .. ~~~,_ .... _-~. ~-..,_;:liiifljfbt·" £. 




I(TEMP2, YlV, TEMPl ,3,3) 
;TE~P2(I,I)=TEHP2(Itl)~Y P = 1,3 
IRHINY (Y,TEMP2,3) 
,RMHUl (U,A,Y,3,3,30 
IU(I,J) • YIY·U(f,J) 
I 









' ,,,,,,m,"_ -.~, ...... ~,,' ~~'~~~T~"-'''r''~~''''-'--''~-'--'~-'--'' 











,1 t ~; , 
$' 

















GRE = GIM = 0 
I 
DO 55 1=1,3 
GRE = GRE+H(I).TVEC1(I) 
GIM = GIM+H(I)·TVEC2(IO 
IG = SQRT(GRE2 + GIM2) 
DBEL = 20-ALOG 10 (G-EI/ER) 
PHASE = DEGRAD·ATAN2(GIM,GRE) 
WRITE: THETA, FREQ, DBEL 
G, GRE. ~RIM PHASE 
FIGURE A13 - SUBROUTINE FREQ 
r -
\~ 
Lt.~ , ,t <.0 I ___ ~~ _ _ , « _ r _ • ..J 
'. 
Figure A14. Generation of Closed-loop Transfer Function for Subroutfne FREQ 
• • 
-
3wTp -1 T G(jw) .. HOe -,). r . 0 oS. ~ P oS. "If 
Let wTp • • 
(I~j, _ ,,-, • (jlsin. + Icose ... )-1 
• [jlsin. + A]-l (where A • leos ••• ) 
Let Q, + jQ2 • [jIsine + Al-1 
then 
(A + jIstne][Q, + o3Q2] • I 
AQ, - s1ne Q2 • I 
sin6 Q, + AQ2 • 0 
AQ2 If sine > 0 + l. Ql • - iTne 
A2Q 
-~ - sine Q2 • I Slne 
Q2 • - [st:e + !siner1 
Q1 • slAne [s~~e + Isine r1 
If sine .. 0 
02 • - A-1 sine Q, 
AQ, + A-1 s~n2e Q, • I 
[ ]-, Q, • A + A-1 s1n2• . 
Q? • -A -1 s 1 ne [ A + A-1 
-30-
































































































" fORHAT(1X,.PROGIlAtt fUHcnoH.,13X,. CONTROl. PARAHEHR (1-YES O.-NO). 
X I. CHANGE PARAH*,18X,.LPARA". 
X I. CHANGE CO"P.,.'1X,*LCOHP* 






































































X 1* STABILITY ANALYSIS*,12X,*LSA* 
X I. ROOT LOCUS ANALYSIS+,11X,+LRTl. 
X ,. lIST PARAMETER CODE+,6X,*LRLPC* 
X 1* AUDIO AMALYSIS+,16X,.lFREU. 
X 1* CHANGE fREQ ~A"GE*,8X,.lCFR' 
X '* TRANSIENT ANALVSIS*,12X,.lPEAK* 
X '* TRANSIENT I.OAD *,12X,.LOAD+ 
X I. DUTY CYCLE SCHEME +,t2X,.LDUTY+ 
X 1+ TRANSISTIOH ALGORITHM .,6X,+LRESP*/) 
400 CONTINUE 
YRITE(6,401) 




IIR ITE (6,403) 
403 FORMAT(lX,~INPUT PAS CONTROL PARAMETERS.) 
READ(5,COtHRL) 
"RITE (6 ,CONlRU 
IF(LDUTY.EO.l) GO 10 ~20 
URl'fE(6,421 ) 
421 FOR"AT("X,~CONSTANT Tf DUTY CYCLE SCHEME./) 
GO 10 422 
420 CONTINUE 
iP='TPCON 
"RITE (6 ,423) 
423 fOR"Al(/1X,.CONS1ANT TP DUTY CYCLE SCHEME.') 
422 CONTINUE 
IF(lPARAH.EO.O) GO TO 404 
READ(5,PARAtO 
404 IF(lCOH'.EO.O) GO TO 405 
RE"O(5,COttP) 
405 If(lPC.EO.O) GO 'TO 406 
IIRITE(6,PARAH) 
URITE(6,COttP) 
406 IF(LSA.EQ.O) GO TO 407 
GO 'TO 5 
407 If(lRTl.EO.O) GO TO 408 
If(LRLPC.EO.O) GO TO 40V 
URIlE(6,460) 
160 fORMAT(IX,. CODE F'ARAI1ETER* 
X ,. 1= Cl.'~ 2= C2t/t 
X. 4= R4.'. 5= RS*I* 
X. 7= lO.I. 8= COt/t 





410 FOR~A;(lX,.lNPUT ROOl LOCUS PARAMETERS.) 
READ( 5,RlPARArt) 
URI rE (6 ,RLPARA") 
GO 'f0 5 
408 IF(lFREO.EO.O) 60 fO 411 
If(LCFR.EO.O) GO TO 5 
WRlTE(6,-11J) 
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REAIH ~, fRt>ARAf" 
"RI'E(6,~Rt>AR~") 
GO TO 5 
.. ,' IF(lPEAK.EQ.O) GO TO 415 
WfU 1£ (6 ,4 t .. ) 
414 fOR~ATltX,.INPUT TRANSIENT AH~LYSIS PARAMETERS') 
RUD(:S, TAPARAfO 
"RITE (6, lAP~RAtO 
60 TO :s 
415 IF(lOAD.EQ.O) GO TO 424 
"RIlE 16, ~16) 
416 fOR"AT(tX,.INPUT LOAD CHANGE PARA"ETERS') 
RUD (:';, RPARAtt) 
URI TEe 6,RPARM) 
424 CONTINUE 
IF(lRESP.~O.O) 60 TO 400 
"UTE (6,425) 




If(LRTl.EO.O)GO TO 4 
VRITE(6,212)RPRAHCNRl),PRA"CNRL) 








DO 8 J.::l,3 
8 fl(I,J)=f2(1,J)~FJ(r,J)=o. 
f 1 ( 1 , , ) ::f2 (j ,1 ) ::-1 • / (RL.CO+R:;'CO) -R~tRL/ (XlO.Rl+XlO'R~) 
fJ (1 ,1 ) ;:,-1.1 (CO' (RHRU ) 
fl(I,2);:,F2(1,2)=fJet,2)=RL/(CO'Rl+CO'RS)-ROtR:S'RL/(XLO.RL+ 
XXLO.R5) 







61 (1 f ~ )=.~5.RLI(XlO*R5tXLOtRl) 
















































































IFCTF2.Gt.TEPS) GO TO 6 
fIOOE= t 















SCI =XHA'T1 (TON,O ,EIO 
n::l'fj,f\ 
If(A9S(SCl ).LE.EPS) 60 TO 20 
If(IT.LT.NIT) GO TO 19 
TON::o'rON 
20 CONTINUE 
IFCLDUTY.[O.I) GO TO 45 
TFl=TF 
TP='fON+Tfl 






CALL PHOriA (CPHI t ,Dl, TON,Fl ,GI) 
DO 22 J=I,2 
DO 21 J= 1,2 
21 lE"PtCl,J)=-PHIP(l,J) 
22 TENPt(I,l)~!.+rEr1pl(I,l) 
DET=TEHf'l C 1 , 1) HEMP' (2,2) -lEHP 1( 2, 1) ~ll::"f' 1 ( 1 , ;. ) 
If(A8S(DE1).LT.l.E-8) GO ro 250 
































































X(t,I)·rl t (lE"Pl(2,2).'VEC1(1)-TE"Pl(I,2).rYEC1(2»/DE1 
X(2,1 )-EI.( lEttPI (I, f >*TVECI (2)"TEftP' (2, I). rVECl (1) )/Off 
X(3, 1 }I!.ET~PHll (3, 1 ),XC" I)-PHI 1(3,2).X(2,' '-01 (3, t )'El 
X ~Ot(3,2).ER 
Y (t ,1) -PHI t( 1 , t hX (1 , t HPH It( 1 ,2) •• (2, 1 )+ Dl (1 • t )-EI 
Y ( 2 , 1 ) -PH I t( 2, 1 ) .. ( 1 , I ) tPH 11 (2,2) t X ( 2 , t ) + 0 I (2, t ).r I 
Y(J,n-n 
SC 1 "PH 12 (J, I ).y (1 , t HPH12( '3,2). Y( 2,1 HE ,tD2 (3,2) -ER 
DO 32 1-1,3 
32 fUPX(I,I)-)«(],t)~Y(I,O 
If(lRTl.EO.2) Gij TO 36 
lPC1-l00.-rON/IP 
URITE(6,3~) EI,Rl,"ODE,TPCT,TON,lFt,rp,X,Y,RIPX,SCI,IT,1EPS 
35 fOR"~T(/tEl~.,GI5.4,. Rl~',6'5.4,. "OD£~.,lJ, 
X' TPCT-',GiS.4/'10H-',615.4,' Tf1 •• ,O'5.4,t Tp.t, 
X 615.4/' X·',aGIS.4/. Y~t,JG15.4/'RIPX._,JGt5.41 
X • SC1=t,GI5.4,* Ir=+,13,+ T£PS-.,GI5.4) 
36 CONTINUE 







17 FORHAT(*APPROXI"ATE STEADY SlATE./tTON=.,G15.6, 
X+ TF1=+,GI5.6,* TF2=+,GI5.61 
X.X=+,3GI5.6/.Y=*,JOI5.61*l=+,3G15.611) 
nco 
CALL SHA T1 (TON, lFl ,TF2 , SC 1, XHU, XlO, PO) 
, CAll S"AT1(lON+OELTON,lFl,TF2,SC2,X"U,XLO,PO) 
OSHAT1=(SC2-SCt)/DELTON 
TON=TON-SCI/DS"ATI 
CAll SHAn (TON, Tft, TF2 ,SCI ,XHU,XLO,PO) 
11'=lT+1 
IF(AllS(SCl ).LLEPS) GO TO 10 





H DO 12 1::1,3 
12 RIPX<I,t)=X(I,O-Y<I,1) 
IF(LRTl.EO.2) GO TO 56 
TPC1=100.+TON/TP 
If(lRTl.EO.2) GO TO 56 
If(HTR.EO.2) GO TO 36 
YRITE(6,55) El,Rl,"ODE,TPCT,TON,TFI,TF2,TP,X,Y,l,RIPX,SC1.1T.1E'S 
55 FOR"AT(/+El=t,G15.4,t RL=.,GI5.4,+ "00E=.,13,. TPCT=~,' 
X GI5.4/+TON=t,612.4,. Tft=*,GI2.4,* Tf2=*,GI2.4,* TP=*, 
X ~12.4/t X=t,3G15.4f t Y=+,JGI5.4/* Z=+,JG1~.41 












.* 'In ..... 
*""**'*'. ·F 
l" 
O~7~O :5A CotH! HUE. 
02150 CALL P51"~1(PSI,rOH,lfl,X,U,X"U) 
02760 CALL R"CPY(PGY,PSI,3,J) 
02770 ITll C n-J 
'" 02780 1 TBlOJ)-O 
02790 CALL QRAl(PSY,R,3,H,V,INT,IUD,11Il) 
" 02800 IF(lRTL.NE.2) GO 10 67 
02810 C YRITE(cS,68) I'tODE,TPCT 
I 02820 67 CONTIHUE ~ 02830 68 fORI'tA1C."ODE ·.,12,. OUTY CYCLE •• ,f~.2/) 02840 WRITE(6,70) «tSI(l f J),J.',3),I.',J) 
028~0 70 fOR"Ar'I.PSI •• ,J01:5.4/2(4X,JG1:5.~/» 
02860 IfCHTR.EQ.2) GO TO 76 
02870 72 WRITE(6,74)«R(I,J),J=I,2),1~1,J) 
02880 74 fORHATC/4X,.R£AL~,11X,.I"AO.,7X,~Gl:5.4/4a1:5.4) 
028?0 '16 CONTI HUE 
02?OO IF(LRES~.EQ.O) GO TO 550 
02?10 CAll PHDI'tA1(PHll ,Dl, rOH,fl ,01) 
024120 CAll PHDHA1(PHI2,D2,Tf1,f2,G2) 
02?30 IfCHODE.EQ.t) GO TO ~89 
02940 CAll PHD"Al(PHlJ,D3,Tf2,FJ,GJ) .. ~ 
029~O 589 corn IHUE fl 
02960 HI1E=OlDHI1E 
024170 If(UR.f,1l.2) GO fO 501 
02?80 IfCHODE.EU.l) GO TO 500 , 
02990 CALL RMCPYCZTR,Z,J,I) 
03000 VOTR=lTR(I,l)-ER 
030'j 0 C ~RI1£(6,599)TI"E,ZTR,VOIR 
0'3020 ~RITE(7,599)TII'tE,Z1R,V01R 
03OJO 599 fORI'tATC 6GI2.4) 
03040 60 TO :501 j 030t)0 500 COH'fIHU£ 1 
03060 CALL R"CPY(YTR,Y,3,1) 1 OJ070 VO'fR=YlIH 1,1 )-ER 
, 1 03080 C WRI1E(6r~V9)TIME,YTR,VOTR i 03090 URITE(7,~9V)TIHE,YTR,VOTR j I 03100 :501 corHINUE ~ 03110 TlIU::=H"HTOH j 
03120 If(HODE.£1l.1) GO TO 502 ' 1 ! 
03130 CAll STS1(XTR,PHI3,ZTR,D3,U) 
1 03140 GO TO 503 , , 
03150 502 COtHHWE 
03160 CALL STS1(XTR,PH12,YTR,D2,U) 
03170 ~03 CONTINUE 
031tJO VOTR=XTR(I,1)-ER 
03"0 C URIT£(6,599)TIHE,XTR,VOTR .. 
03200 URITEC7,599)TIHE,XTR,VOTR 
03210 T IftEir.:TlHEHFl 
03220 CALL STS1(YTR,PHll,XTR,Dl,U) 
03230 VOTR=YTR(l,I)-ER 
03240 C URlrE(G,5V9)TlI'tE,YTR,VOTR 
03250 URITE(7,599)TI"E,YTR,VOTR 





•• _.~ __ ._~_ ..... ..,~ ..... _~.fJ..~~~""~~.J'..ir",-,,,,,,,:~' ~_./ .... , , ........ ~. 































































IFCTIME.GT.TFINAL) GO TO 505 
IFCTIME.LT.TSYIT) GO TO 501 
IF(lTR.EO.2) GO TO 501 
IF(~ODE.EU.2) GO TO 506 
CALL RMCPVCZTR,YTR,J,l) 
506 COfHINUE 
U(1, I )=EISUIT 
EI=EISUlT 
OL DT IHE·n HE 
LTR=2 






GU, TO 7 
550 CONTINUE 
;HR=t 




69 CALL FRE01CPSI,GAI1,H,THETAO,THET~F,DELTHET,EI,ER) 
READ C 5, FRf'ARAIO 
IFCTHETAF.EO.O.)GO TO 149 
UR 1 TE C 6, fRPARAIO 




IF(LFE.EO.l) GO TO 160 
IFCLPEAK.EU.O) GO TO 200 






189 FORMAT(lX,*SET UP El STEP INPUT.' 
GO TO 7 





IF(LRL.EO.l) GO TO 161 












OJ82() lRL=1 ·' 
03830 DO I~J 1=1,4 
03840 153 ~fP(l,1):IIX(I,l) 
03850 urn TE(6, 188) 
03860 UI8 fOR~AT(lX,.SET UP RL LDAD CHAHe~.) 
03870 GO TO 4 
03880 1~1 CALL OVSH1(PSI,XfP,H~) 
OJ8?O 201 COHUNUE 
03900 lOAD-LRL-O 
I " 03910 Rl-OLDRl 
03920 If(lRTL.EO.O) GO TO JOO 
03930 PRAM(NRl)·PRA"(HRL)+DPRAM 
11 
03940 If(PRAH(HRL).GT.PRAMf) GO TO JOO 
03950 LRTL=2 
0396C GO TO 5 
'li 03970 250 URITE(6,2S2)IT,X t 03980 252 FOR"AT('UHSCHEDULED TER"IHATION IT=',IJ,I'X=',3G15.6/) • 
I" 03'190 300 cotHINUE t 





04030 C i 
1 04040 SUBROUTINE OV5HI<PSI,XfP,HK) j 04050 DIHENSION PSI(J,3),XfP(3,1),DELXP(3,1),TVEC(J,1) 04060 COH"ON/STATE/XCJ,I),YCJ,I),Z(J,I),U(2,1) 04070 DO 10 1 = 1 , J ; 
04080 10 DElXP(I,O=XfP(I,1 )-X<I,O 
04090 DO 30 NN=I,NI< 
1 
04100 URITEC6,1~) NN,D~LXP 
04110 12 FORMAICIJ,3G15.6) 
04120 CALL R""Ul(TVEC,PSI,DELXP,3,3,1) 1 
1 04130 DO 14 1=1,3 , 
04140 14 DElXP(I,I)=TVEC(I,I) 1 04150 30 COWTlNUE , 
1 04160 RE1URN , ~ 04170 END l 
04180 C 
04190 C 
04:.200 FUNCTION ZETA1(T,X,U) 
04210 DI"ENSI0N PHI1C3,3),Dl(3,2),X(J,I),U(2,1) 
04220 CO""ON/PARA"/fl(3,3),F2(3,3),FJ(3,J),Gl(3 t 2), 
04230, XG2C3,2)yGJC3,2) 
04240 CO""ON/EXTPAR/NIT,EPS,TP,ET,HODE,Tf,LDUTY . 
.:';; 
04250 CALL PHDMT(PHIt ,Dl, T ,fl ,01) .1 
04260 ZET Al = -ET +F'H II C 3,1 ) *X C 1,1 )+PHI1 C 3,2) *X (2,1 ) +F'HI 1( 3,3) : .. x (3,1 )+ 1 
04270 X DIC3,1).U(I,I)+Dl(J,2).U(2,1) 
.( I 04280 RETURN 04290 ENII 04300 C i 04310 C 04320 SUBROUTINE FREQ1(PSI,DVEC,H,THETAO,THETAf,DELTHET,EI,ER) i 04330 Dl"ENSIOH PSI(3,J),DVECC3,1),HCJ) 04340 DI"EHSIOH A(3,3),AINV(3,3),BC3,3),U(J,J),V(3,J),TE"Pl(3,3) 










OHOO DO. 2 1=1,3 
04410 DO 2 J=l,J 
04420 2 B<I,J)=O. 
O .... JO "RITE(6,1) EI 
04440 FOR~ATCII*El=.,GI2.61, 
04450 X * "HETA FRED (HZ) DBEL',5X,*G.,11X,tREG*,10X,'I"O', 
t 04460 X 6X,'PHASE') 
~ 04470 5 CONTINUE 04480 THETA=THETA+DElTHET 
O .. ?O THET=RADDEG*THETA 
04500 FRE=THET/(6.28JI85J·TP) 
04510 RX=COS(THET) 
04520 RY =S IN (THEY) 
04530 DO 12 1=1, J 
04540 DO 10 J=I,3 
04550 10 AC1,J'=-fSI(I,J) 
04560 A(I,I)=A(I~I)+RX 
04~70 12 BO,I)=RY 
04580 IFCABS(Ry).LT .1.E-l0) GO TO 25 
04590 RYIV=I./RY 
04600 CALL RM"UL(TEMPt,A,A,3,3,J) ~ 
• 04610 CALL RMSClR(TEMP2,RYIV,TEMPI,J,J) ] I 04620 DO 14 1=.,3 
r 
04630 14 TEMP2(1,1)=TEMP2(I,I)+RY 
04640 CAll RHINV(V,TEHP2,3) 
04650 CALL RHHUl(U,A,V,3,3,3) 
04660 DO 16 1=1,3 
04690 DO 16 J= 1,3 
04700 U(I,J)=RYIV.U(I,J) 
04710 16 V<I,J)=-VCI,J) 
04720 GO TO 50 
04730 25 CALL RHINV(AIHV,A,J) 
04740 DO 30 1=1,3 
04750 DO 30 J=1,3 
04760 30 TEMP1CI,J)=AINV(I,J)'RY.'2 
04770 CAL~ RHADD(TEHP2,A,TEHP1,J,3) 
04780 CALL RHINV(U,TEHP2,3) 
i 
04790 CALL RMHUl(V,AINV,U,3,3,3) 
04800 DO 34 1::1,3 
04810 DO 34 J=1,3 
04820 34 V(I,J)=-RY*V(I,J) 
04830 50 CONTINUE 
048~O CAll RHHULCTVEC1,U,DVEC,J,J,1) l 04850 CAll R"HUL(TVEC2,V,DVEC,3,J,1) 
'1 04860 GRE=GIH=O. , 1 j 04870 DO 55 1=1,3 j 0488(1 GRE=GRE+HCI).TVEC1(1,1) 048YO 55 GI"=6IH+H(I)'TVEC2(I,t) 
~ 0490() G=SQRT(GRE*~2+GI"*.2) 




04930 ~RlrE(6,60) THE1A,FRE,DBEL,G,GRE,GIH,PHASE 
04940 60 FOR"Al(f6.2,G12 •• ,f9.2,JG12 •• ,f9.2) 
04670 YRITE(7,59)FRE,DBEl,PHASE 
,i. 
04680 59 fORMAT(JG'5.6) 
04950 IF(THETA.lT.THETAf-0.5*DElTHET) GO TO 5 
04960 '00 CONTINUE 
04970 RE'fUR" 
. \ 04980 END 04990 C 
05000 C 
05010 SUBROUTINE PHD"AT(PHI,D,T,f,G) 
05020 DIMENSION PHI(J,J),O(J,2),FSQ(J,J),f(J,J),G(3,2),B(J,J) 
05030 DIMENSION TAR1(3,3)~ TAR2(J,3), TVEC1(3) 
05040 ALPHA=-0.5*(F(I,I)tf(2,2» 
05050 DEl =0.25:. (f (1 , 1 )+f (2,2) ) u2-f (1 ,1 ) *F (2,2)tF (1 ,2) *f (2,1 ) 




05100 EXNA=EXP(-A·T)-I. ,.. 
05110 EXPBcEXP( B.'O-1 • 
05120 EXNB=EXPC-B*T)-l. 
05130 CC1=A*B.(A-B) 





05200 GO TO 30 
05210 20 BETA=SQRT(-DET) 
05220 CCJ=1./CALPHA**2+BETA**2) 
05230 CC1=2.*ALPHA*CC3 
1 05240 CC2=(ALPHA*.2-BETA**2)/(2.*ALPHA*BETA) ., 
05250 CC4=ALPHA/BETA 1 








,! 05340 Xll=CC1*(T-GRAL1tCC2*6RAL2) ~ 05350 XI2=CC3*(T-~RAL1+CC4*GRAL2) 1/. j 
05360 30 CALL RMSCLROARl ,GAM1,f ,3,3) ! 
05370 CALL RHMUL(FSQ,f,r,3,3,J) 
, j 05380 CALL RMSClR(TAR2,GAM2,FSQ,3,3) 05390 CALL RMADD(PHI,TAR1,TAR2,3,3) 
I, j 05400 DO 10 1=1,3 05410 10 PHI(I,I)=PHl(I,I)+I. 
05420 C MATRIX PHI(T) HAS BEEN COMPUTED 
05430 CALL RHSCLR<TAR1,Xll,f,3,3) "i 
-40-
05440 CALL R"SClR(TAR2,X12,FSO,J,J) 
05450 CALL R"ADD(TAR1,TAR1,TAR2,3,J) 
05460 DO 12 1=1,3 
05470 12 TAR1(1,1)=TAR1CI,1)+T 
05480 CALL R"NUL(B,PHl,TAR1,J,3,J) 
05490 C "ATRIX 8(T) HAS BEEN CONPUTED 
05500 CALL R""UL(D,B,G,3,3,2) 





















































COH"ON 1 STAT EI X ( 3, 1 ), V ( J, 1) , Z ( 3, 1 ), U (2, 1 ) 
TF2=TP-TON-TFI 
IF(lDUTY.EO.2)TF2=TF-Tfl 
CALL PHDNA', (PHIl ,Dl, TON,Ft ,(1) 
CALL PHDMATCPHI2,D2,TF1,f2,(2) 
CALL PHDf1AT(PH13,DJ,TF2,fJ,G3) 
A=1.-PHIJ( " 1):HPHI2<1, t )'PHI1( 1,1 )+PHI2(1 ,2):;PHI1C2, 1» 
X -PHI3(1,2).(PHI2(2,1).PHltCl,I)+PHI2(2,2).PHll(2,1» 
B=P HI 3 ( 1 , 1 ) • C PH 12 ( 1 , 1 ) • D 1 C 1 , 1 )+PH I 2 C1 ,2 ) *D 1 C 2, 1 ) + D2 (1 , 1 ) ) 
C=PHI3Cl,2).CPHI2(2,1).Dl(1,1)+PHI2(2,2)*D1C2,1)+D2(2,1» 
IfCABSCA).LT.EPS) GO TO 250 
X( 1,1 )=CB+C+D3( 1,1) hU( 1,1 )/A 
X(2,1 )=0. 
X(3,1>=ET-PHll (3,1 )*x( t,O'·PHll<3,2):;X(2,1)-
X 01 C3, 1 ).U( 1,1 )-01 (3,2)~U(2, 1) 
CALL 5TSI CY ,PHIt,X ,01 ,U) 
CALL STS1(Z,PHI2,Y,D2,U) 
GO TO 23 
250 YRITEC6,252) A 




DIHENSION PHI<3,3) ,Ul (3,1 ),U2(3,1 ),D(3,2) ,U(2, 1), 














, . 1 
j 
,.,. ...... ,.".", .......... " 
~. 
()~'I80 XUe2,1); Hl, 1) ,PHAl (3,3) ,01 (3,3), 
O~990 XlE"PY1 (3, 1), 1 El'U)V 2 ( J, 'I) ,DEL un, 1) 
06000 CO""ON/PARA"/fleJ,3),fZ(l,J),f3(l,l),G1(l,2), 
06010 XG2(J,2),Gle3,2) 
.. 06020 COI1"ON/EXTPAR/MlT ,EPS. lP,ET ."ODE, 'ff ,LlIUTY 
06030 VAR1OH-TON 
06010 VAn f 1" 'ff 1 
06050 DEL1ON-XHU:tlON 
06060 DEllf l-X"U.lf 1 
~ 06070 DO 71 I- t ,J 
06'1l80 71 DEUX (l,' ) "Xttu.ABS( X(l, 1 » 
06090 DELTX(2.1 )cX"U 
()6100 CALL FfUNCleVARTON,VARlfl,X,U,f~ARO) 
0611() c PRINT :il,fBARO 
06t2() 51 fORHATe.FBARO=*.G15.6/2(6X,Gl~.6/» 
061 30 DO 68 J=l,J 
06110 C IfeJ.NE.2) GO TO 51 
06150 C IfCHODE.EU.2) GO TO 72 
06t6\) 54 xeJ,1)=X(J,t )+DELTXeJ,O 
06170 IT=O 
06180 SC1=Z£lAl(VARTON,X,U) I 06190 67 DZETA1~(lETA1(VARTOH+DELTON,X,U)-SC1)/DElTOH J I I 06200 n=Il+1 
'I 
l 06210 VARTOH=VARTON-SC1/DlETAI 
f 
06220 SCI=ZETAI (VARlON,X,U) 
06210 IF(ABS(SCI).LT.EPS) GO iO 6~ 
I 06210 IF(IT.LT.NIT) 00 TO 67 
, 062tiO WRITE(6,61) IT ,SGt ",1 
r 
06260 61 fOR"AT(*"AX ITERATION ON TON. IT=',13,. SCI=.,~12.6/) 
06270 GO TO 70 
06280 64 If(HOllE.EQ.I) GO fO 65 
06290 CALL PHDHAT('~ll,Dl,VARTON,fl,Gl) 
06300 CALL SlSHY,PHII,X,Dl,U) 
06310 IT=O 
06320 Bl=BHAT1(VARTfl,Y,U) 
06330 63 DB=(BI1ATIGVARTF1+DEL1FI,Y,U)-Bl)/DELTFl i 06310 Il=lf+t ; 1 063S0 VARTF1=~ARTft-Bl/0B , j 
06360 BI=B"AT1(VARTFI,Y,U) .1 
06370 If(ABS(Bt ).ll .[PS) GO TO 65 
06380 If(1T.LT .NI n GO TO 63 
06390 WRll[(6,66) IT,Dt ' l ; 
06400 66 FOR"AT(*MAX ITERATIOW ON Tfl. 11=~,13,. sCt~.,G12.(/) ; ); ()6410 GO TO 70 
06420 65 CALL fFUMC' (VARTON, VARln, x, U, FBAfO 
06430 C PRINT 5l,VARTON,VARlfl + 
06440 53 FORHATC*VARTOM=*,Ot5.6/*VARTF1=.,G15.6/) 
06450 DO 6V 1=1,3 
06460 69 PSI( I.J)=(fBAR(l, 1 )-FBAROn, 1) )/DEL'fX(J, 1) 
06470 C PRIN' ;:'~~tdAR ;. 06480 52 FORHAT(*fBAR=*,OI~.6/3(5X,G15.6/» 
06190 X e J, 1 ) = x ( J, 1 ) -D £LT X ( J , 1 ) 
06500 GO TO 68 











c, 06600 C 
06610 
I \ 06620 
, 











































7 .. PSl<I,2)=O. 
68 CONTINUE 
IF(HODE.EQ.2) GO TO 70 










BHAT 1 =PH 12 (2, t) ~H <1 ,1 ) +PH J2 (2,2) =H (2,1 ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE fFUNC!( rON,'ffl,X,tJ,F> 
DIMENSIONrEHP1CJ,3),TEMP2CJ,JJ,PHll(J,J),PH12C3,J), 
XPHI3(3,3),D1C3,2),D2(J,2),DJ(J,2),PHI(J,J),V(J,3), 




If(MODE.EO.2) GO TO 1 





TVEel (2,1 )=Dl C2, 1 ).U( t, 1) 
TVEC1(J, 1)=D1<3, 1 )*U<1,1 )+Dl (3,2)*U(2, 1) 
CALL RHHUL(f,PHI2,TVEC1,3,J,1) 
f(J,1 )=F(3, 1 )+02(3,2).U(2, 1) 


























































































DEUF 1 =X"U*Tfl 
DELU=X"U*ABSCU(l,l» 
CALL FfUNC1(VARTOH,VARTF1,X,U,fDARO) 





S G t :: ZETA 1 C VAR 1 0 N, X, U) 
If'(ABS(SC1).U.EPS) GO 'TO 6~ 
IF(IT.LT.NIT) GO TO 67 
URITE(6,61) IT ,SCI 
61 FOR"ATC*HAX ITERATION ON TON. 11=*,13,. SC1=*,612.6/) 
GO TO 70 
64 CALL PHDHAT(PHll ,Dl,VARTON,fl,Gl) 
CALL STSHY,PHll,X,Dl,U) 
11=0 
IF("ODE.EQ.l) GO TO 65 




B 1 =BMA'TI (VARTf 1, '(, U) 
IF(ABSCB1).LT.EPS) GO TO 65 
IF(IT.Ll.NI'T) GO TO 63 
URIHC6,66)l'f,Bl 
66 FORHATC*"AX ITERATION OH Tft. IT=.,13,. SC1=*,GI2.6/) 
GO TO 70 
65 CALL FFUHC1(VARTON,VARTFt,X,U,FBAR) 
00691=1,3 
69 GAM(l,t)=(fBAR(I,l)-fBAROCI,l»/DElU 










































. .. ' 
CO""ON/STATE/X(3,1),Y(3,1),Z(3,1),U(2 y l) 
TF2=TP-TOM-Tfl 
If(lDUTV.EO.2)TF2=Tf-Tfl 
DEl TFI =XI'tU:HFl 
CALL SUTEI (TON, IFI ) 
,{(3,1)=E1 
IT=O 
81 =BMA'T1 <Tfl, V ,U) 




Bl=BMA'fl (lft ,V ,U) 
IF(ABS(Bl).LT.EPS) GO TO 32 
IT=IT+l 
IFIIl.LT.NlT) GO TO 3t 
URlTE(6,J3) IT,TF1,81 
33 FORMATe.MAX. ITERATION ON IT=.,13,*TF1=.,615.6,* B1=*,615.6/) 
If 1 =501H ( 2. *XL OHP.PO* (U ( 1 ,1 ) -,U (2,1 ) ) / (U ( 1 , 1) *U (2,1 ) ."2 » 
If~LDUTy.EO.2)Tf1=Tf 






5"AT=X(3,1 )-PH13(3, 1 )*Z( 1,1 )-PHIJ(J,2)*Z(2, 1)-


















































CALL PHD"AlePHIN,DN,TON t fl,Gl) 
DO 12 1=1,2 








X(2)=El*( TEltPI e 1,1 )*TVECI (2)-HNPt (2,1 )tWECI (1) )/DET 
X(J)=ET-PHINeJ,1).X(I)-PHIH(J,2).X(2)-DN(J,1).EI-DWCJ,2)tER 























Appendix 8. 800st Regulator Computer Program Description 
The following tables 11st the boost converter PAS computer program 
nomenc'iautre, namel1st parameters/variables, ,sample case data. 
Table 81. 800st PAS Computer Program Nomenclautre 
Table 82. Common Variable 
Table 83. Namelist Variables 

































table Bl. NoNncllture 
. st.ady-state ripple 
, 




[tl t2 R3 R4 R5 RL N2 LO to EI)T 
































U( 4.1 ) 












Table B3. Namel fit Variables 
t, 


































", ... ,,,,, .. , . 
Tlb'e 84. Nominl' Clse Data 
I ' 
RO .400 THETAO 0 
" LO 36.2£ .. 6 DELTHET 5 I . 
~ I CO' 3.E-4 THETAF 180 RS 0.17 
, \ RL 50.00 VO 37.5 
. ! 
Rl 61.9E3 NlT 10 
R2 4.9E3 Nl 22 
R3 40.2E3 N2 11 
R4 45.1 E3 EFF 0.80 
R5 6.04£3 
Cl 2.2E-9 NTERMS 20 
J C2 3.3E-9 M1T 5 
LRTl 0 
EISWIT 23 NRl 2 
XMU 0.01 DPRAM 0 
PRAMF 0 
fl 28 i i , 
ER 2.75 LIST 1 I .) 
EQ 0.2 LPEAK 0 1"1 j 
ED 0.7 LFE 0 l { 
ET 2.5 NI< 15 I 1 
EPS LFREQ 0 ~ 1.E-6 1 l 
1 










• r,. j 
1 ' 
1\ 
The boost converter PAS computer program structure is illustrated. 
The flow charts f.or each of the computer program subroutines are 

























Ilit,L,_ .... , 




• 'WI ~------ ,- ~~-- " 1 
OOO~-=' 2 CALL STATE 2 IT = 0 
_'_' '--r-, -----' 
CALL SMAT 2 
-------~cb 
CALL SMAT 2 ~-'. 
DSMAT2 = SC2-SCl , DELTON 
----1-
YES 
TON = TON - SCI 
-PS-MA-T-Z 
CALL SMAT2 
IT = IT+l 
/.~ ~SCII<EPS/ 
.;-" 
.,L.,,",,,,.~ .. ....J_,~_\',"~ .. ,_ 
SET UP PAS 
..... _--J 





TON, TF1, TF2 
PTON, PTF1, DELTON 
[
MODE 1 COMPUTE 
TON, TFl 



















"i'-N~O __ , 
TFl :: PTFl 
TON:: PTON 
CAll SMAT 2 
[]
IPX:: X-Y 
CAll STATE 2 
TPCT :: 100·TON/TP 
-(£ 
'y'" ' ...... _ .... _. 
[
MODE 1 COMPUTE 
TON, TFl 
CAll STATE 2 
-- I 
DELTON:: XMU·TON 
IT :: 0 
CALL XMAT 2 
~ 
'CALL XMAT2 (TON+DELTON,XC2)1 
DMATCH:: (XC2-XC1)/DELTON 
TON ~ TON-XC1/DMATCH 
CALL XMAT2' (TON, XCl II 




\ TON, TFl 
l CAll STATE 2 
IV COMPUTE ~ 




























TFl ::: TP -TON 
COMPUTE 
PHIZ, OZ 
ERR "X4'-14(~1) J 
.----~ 1 
RIPX ::: X-Y 
CAll STATE 2 




CAll OVSH 2 
lPEAK = 0 
lFE : 0 
EI ~ OlOEl 
U(l ,1}= El 
& " 
L __ . __ . RHO 
YES 




CAll OVSH 2 
~-----
....... _, 
P" lOAO = 0 l FREQ = 0 lRL = 0 " RL = OlORL '" "-~ 
Rl '" Rlswn· 
XFP ~ X 
















(b t NO .~ ____ .~Lr-.-~ .. ----1 .. _ .. ~~-._.-~_~-_ --""I, /.~ .

















INPUT NEW ASA 
PARAMETER 
CAll FREQ 2 
LFREQ :0 0 
~o 
,/ 









.. ~ ... 
E1 = EI SWIT 
U(l,1) = EI 
XFP = X 
LFE = 1 
_ ........ .,!'ti .. ·'W ....... ""I' ~ ~"'~_.~"'---' ... _._0_ 
"."--_. 
LOAD = 0 
LRl = 0 
RL = OLORL 
ill..<- LRTL = 0 
NO 
PRAM (NRL) :: 
PRAM (NRL) + 6PRAM 
CONTINUE 
-. ····KL ·-'K1.~-r-
XFP ~ X 
LRl :: 1 
(~ 
FIGURE BlB - PAS 2 GENERAL flOW CHART. 
_. __ . ~~ __ ........ ___ •. _""~;" """I ,,_.~_IIo.' ::lrlWI _" . .....::: 









SUBROUTINE OVSH 2 (PSI, XFP, NK) 
COMPUTE 
DElXP • XFP - X 
DO 30 
C(J4PUTE 
TYEC - PSI·DELXP 
DELXP • TVEe 
RETURN 












SUBROUTINE FREQ 2 (PSI, DVEC, H, THETAO, THETAF, DElTHET,EI, VOl 
DE GRAD • 180/1' 
RADDEG • 1'/180 
'THETA .THETAO-DElTHET 
B • 0 
THETA • THETA + DEl~Ei 
THET :II RADDEG·'fHETA 
FRE .. THET/(2trTP) 
RX • COS (THEY) 
COMPUTE ~ 
A.' + I COS(THET) 




Iv • (SINe + ISINe) .. A A2 -1 U Si'Ne' SIff"+ I S I He 
COMPUTE 
AINV .. A-1 
A .. _A-1 (A+A-1SIN2e)-1 
U • (A+X-1SIN2e)-1 
TE 
GRE • tHI[U·OVEC) 
GRE • tHI[V·OVEC) 
G. 1m2 +,,:mz 
BEL" 20 lOG lO(G·EII.VO) 
PHASE IS OEGRAO . 
AT~N 2 (GIM, GRE) ,_I 
RETURN 


















<;., ~.....,.-a.t_ wi •• ,,,,"_'~' _ ...• __ ._~ 
sunROUTINE PSTM 2 (PSI. TON. TF1, X. u. XMU) 
VMTON = TON 
VI\RTFl = TFl 
DELTON = XMU·TON 




!:IX = XMu.\xl 
FO = ~X + V'U 
00 68 J = 1,4 
COMPUTE 
XJ = XJ + t:. XJ 
IT = 0 
YES 
SCI = ZETA2(VARTON) 
OZETA2 = [ZETA2 {VARTON 
~+iJEl TON )-SCI]/OEl TON 
HT = IT=l ~ 
ijVARTON=VARTON-SCI/DZETA 





y* '" tl·X-+01·U 
IT '" 0 B1 ~ BMAT2(VARTF1 
OB=[BMAT2(iARTF1+DElTF1) 
+Bi]/OELTFl . 
IT ~ IT + i 
VARTF1 = VARTFl - B1/08 
B1 ~ BMAT2 (VARTF1) 
NO 
SET 
,,12 = 0 
1=1,4 
YES 
~ .>o_._"'_~ _~ ._. r/er&-". - ~.j, ..... _~ S t ,""'.( 7 $ Q c' ,"b 7 
! 
..... "--" .... ,. I-~'-. -'--y-' I 
IOZETA2 = [ZETA2 (VARTON· 
a+OELTON)-SCI]/OELTON 
~n = IT=' 
~VARTON=VARTON-SCI/OZETA 
~SCJ = ZETA2(VARTON) 
I i 
I sc II <EPS 
~. 
:z 







T ,- ""'-' 
II ~ 
SET 




~IJ ~ (FI-FOI)/AXJ 



















L.. .... __ "".~_-
_ .... _ .......... _u::!!iii:lit:za:tillllli.~............,~~"'-.. -"'--. "-, .~ .. --.--- ..• ~, .. ,,-~'"""'~.~ " J ... .. t 
~ \ 
SUBROUTINE DMAT 2 (T, F, G, PHI, D) 
SET UP 
OT • T/MIT 
DTK • T/MIT, 
L OTl • DT/2 
• COMPUTE 
we • OTl·I 
W2 • t(-T) 
WN • OT1·tt-T) 
. 1 
COMPUTE 
W • OT1·I+OT1.t(-T) 
K - MIT-1 
J, 
00 141 L • 1, K 
TEMP1 • .(-OT) 
TEMP2 ~ OTK·t(-OT) 
W • W + TEMP2 
.. 
~ • or + DTK 
COMPUTE 
B • tW 















TF2 • TP - TON·· TF1) 
• . 
COMPUTE 
.1. 01. ~ 2. 
02, tl. 03 
COMPUTE -, 
t • t3·t2·tl I 




Y* ... tl·X*+Ol·U 
Z* • t2·Y*+02·U 
•• 
RETURN 
FIGURE B6 - PAS 2 SUBROUTINE STATE 2 
SUBROUTINE STS 2 (W2. PHI, Wl, 0, U) 
COMPUTE 
W2 - PHI. Wl + o·u 
RETURN 





..,.~~~----~~-~- .. ""---'-~,"' ---". -
~ • ____ ~~, ........."."._ ... ____ ~ ___ ~ ,_","<'~A~. 
SUBROUTINE PHIM 2 (T, F, PHI) 
COMPUT~ 
P1 • TF 
PHI • I + TF, 
P • Pl 
DO 131 
M • M+1 
A • l/M 
PA • A'Pl 
P2 • PA·P 
P • P2 
PHI .. PHI + P 
COMPUTE 
ANtRM • EI: P( I ,J) 
YES 
RETURN 




SUBROUTINE FFUNe 2 (TON. TF1, X. U, F) 










F • ¢" x+v . u . 
F2 • 0 
" 
RETURN 
















SUBROUTINE GA!f4 2 (TAM. Tott. TF1. X. u. XMU) 
VARTON - TON 
VNnF1 - TFl 
D~LTON'- XMUtTON 
DELTF1 - XMU·TF1 
E .~.~1_""", 
fij'" - tX + VU 
U1 - U1 + DELU 
IT - 0 SCI - Z.ETA 2 . .JVA,RTOff.) 
:rr~::roN) 
D1 (VARTON) 
Y· - t1·X· + Dl·U 
Bl - &MAT2 VARTFl 
DZETA2 ft [ZETA3(VARTON 
-DELTON) 
OB - .[BMAT2 (VARTFl + 
D~LTF1)-Bl]/OELTFl 
-SCI]/DELTON 
IT - IT 'I' 1 
VARTON - VARTON~SCI /OZETA2 
SCI - ZETA2 (VP\RTON} 
RETUM 
n-IT+T 
VARTFl - VARTFl -B1108 
C~PUTE 
F - tX + VU 
r - (F-FO)/DELU 










" '~., . 
. 
SUBROUTINE SMAT 2 (TON. TF1. <rF2, SMAT. XMU'. LO. PO. YO) 
COMpUTE 
TF2 • TP-TON-TFl 
OELTFl • XMU·TF1 
X·. Y *. Z* 
IT • 0 
B1 • BMAT2 (TF1) 
82 - SMAT2 (TF1+0ELTF1) 
OBMAT2 • B2-Bl)/OELTFl 
TFl - TFl -B1/0BMAT2 
B1 - BMAT2 (TF1) 
IT • IT + 1 
PRINT 
IT, TF1, B~ . 
COMPUTE 
.2 (TF1), 02 (TF1) 
z* :II t2Y* + 02.U 
Z2 :II 0 
TF2 - iP-TON-TFl 
,3 (TF2), 03 (TF2) 
SMAT - X4-t341·Z1-t342.Z2 
-t343·Z3-t344"Z4-0342·U2 
RETURN 
































11"":1 ." ... " 
4 ;, «-IF " fl. 'fill 
SUBROUTINE BMAT 2 (TF1, Y, U) 
I, 
'OM ] COMPUTE , t2 (TF1) 02 TFl} 
&MAT 2 • t221.Yl + t2~2·Y2 + t223.Y3 
+ t224. Y4 + 022'£, Ul + 0222; U2 
+ 0223.U3 + 0224.U4 
.L,· 
'. 
FIGURE B12 - PAS? SUBROUTINE BMAT 2 
SUBROUTINE ZETA 2 (i, X, U) 
COMPUTE 
.1 ('T) , 
01 (T) 
1 
ZETA 2 .. 
-ET + t141·Xl + .142·X2 
+ t143·X3 + .144·X4 + 0141·Ul 
+ 0142·U2 + 0143-U3 + D144.U4 
1 
RETURN 




BOOST PAS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
• 
00100 PROGRA" PAS2(INPUT,OUT~Ul,lAPE5=INPU1,TAPE6=OUrpOT, 
00102 XTAPE3,TAPE4,rAPE7) 
00110 •••••• BOOST PAS INPLE~£NT TRANSIENT HISTORY ALGORITHH 
00120 •••••• fOR VO COHPUTATION 4.4.78 
00130 •••••• BOOST PAS "ODIFY TF2 CUTOfF CRITERION 
00140 •••••• Tf2.GE.TEPS=IX1P SPECIfIES MODEa2 OPERATION 
00150 •••••• MODifY lRA AND LCA SE~UENCE IN ORDER TO UTILIZE 
00160 •••••• PROPER PSI HATRIX OPERATING POINT (EI/RL) 
00170 •••••• ABOVE CHANGES IMPLEMENTED 3.27.78 
00180 •••••• BOOST PAS FOR TP CONST (lDUTY=') AND 
00190 •••••• Tf CONST (LDUTY=2) 3.23.78 
00200 •••••• TRA DELTA VO HISTORY 3.22.78 
00210 •••••• LCA LOAD CHANGE ANALYSIS ~L TO RLSWIT 3.22.78 










































cotHWN ISTATE/X(4,1), Y<4, 1) ,Z(4, 1 ),U(4, 1) 































































































9Y FOk"Al(IX,'PROGRA" fUHCTION*,13X,* CONTROL PARAKETER (I-YES O-NO)t 
X I. CHANGE PARAK*,18X,*LPARAK* 
X " CHANGE COKP*,19X,'LCOHP' 
X 1* LlS'( P~RA", CONP*,I~X,*LPC* 
X '* STABILlfY ANALYHlS*,12X,tLSA* 
X 1+ ROOT LOCUS ANALYSlS*,11X,*LRTL* 
X I. LI~T PARAMETER COO~*,6X,*LRLPC. 
X 1* AUDiO ANALYSlS+,16X,+LfREO' 
X /t CHANGE F~~Q RANGE*,8X,*lCfR* 
X 1+ TRANSIENT ANALYSlS~,12X,*LPEAKt 
X 1* TRANSIENT LOAD t,12X,+LOADt 
X 1* bUTY CYCLE SCHlNE +,12X,tLDUTY. 
X I. TRANSISTION ALGORlfH" *,6X,*lkESP./) 
400 CONTINUE 
~RlTl:(6,401 ) 
401 fORMAf(lX,$ENTER N TO DISCONTINUE PAS, OTHERUISE V.) 
~lAll(5,~02) Xl 
402 fOf\t;A1' (AI ) 
IFeX1.EO.1HN) STOP 
IHUTE(6,403) 
403 fORNAT(1X,*INPur PAS CONTROL PARA"~TER9') 
REALI (5, COtfl ~L) 
UR lTE (6, CONTRU 
lfHDUfY.Etl.1) GO ro 420 
IH(1"I£(6,421 ) 
421 FORNATC/tX,tCONS1ANT TF DUTY CYCLE SCHE"E*/) 
GO 1'0 ~2:! 
420 CON'flNUE 
URITl:e6,423) 
42J fORNAr(/1X,*CONSTANT lP Cury CYCLE SCHEKE+/) 
422 CONTINUE 
If(LPARAM.~tl.O) UO 10 404 
REAl)( 5, PARAN) 
404 If(lCONP.lO.O) GO TO 40b 
REAli (:l, CotH' ) 
405 IfCLPC.EO.O) GO 'fa 406 
~R Il'E (6, f'ARAI'O 
URlTE(6,COhf') 


























































60 10 ~ 
407 IF(LRTL.EU.O) GO '0 ~O~ 
If(LRLPC.EQ.O) GO '0 409 
'UU'fE(6,460) 
460 fOR"AT(tX,* CODE PARA"ETER. 
X 1* 1= Cl*l* 2= C2-/. 
X * 4= R4*1* 5- R5*1* 
X * 7= H2*1. 8= LOt/* 





410 FORHAT(IX,*INPUT ROOT LOtUS PARA~ETERS*) 
REAl) (5, RU'ARAft) 
URI'fE (" ,RLf'ARA~) 
GO 'fO 5 
408 IF(LFREO.EO.O) GO 10 411 
IF(LCfR.EO.O) GO TO 5 
Uklf£(6,41J) 
413 fORHAT(lX,*INPUT FREQUENCY RANGE PARAhErERS*) 
REA!) (5, fRPARAfO 
UR ITE (6, fRPARA") 
GO TO 5 
411 IF(LF'EAK.t:Q.O) GO 'ro 415 
URITE(6,414) 
414 fONHA1(tX,*INPUT TRANSIENT ANALYSIS PARAMETERSt) 
READ(S, TAPAJ.:AtO 
~RnE(6, TAPARA") 
GO 'fO 5 
415 If(LOAD.EO.O) GO TO 424 
URln;:(6,416) 
416 FO~MAT~'X,*lNPUT LOAD CHANGE PARAHETERS*) 
READ(5,Rf'A~AH) 
WRITE( 6 ,RPARAH) 
424 CotnlNUE 
If(LRESP.EO.O) GO TO 400 
URlTE(6,425 ) 




If(LRTL.EU.O)GO TO 4 
URITE(6,212)RPRAM(NRL),PRAM(NRL) 






DO 11 1:=1,4 
DO 11 J::l,4 






































































fJ(4,1 )=f1 (4,1) 
fl(4,2)=N*~0/(Cl*R4) 
fl(4,3)=f2(4,J)=FJ(4,J)=I./(Cl*R5) 









F2 (4, I ) =F 1 (4,1 )tNtRLI (C 1 *R4* (RS+RU ) 
F2(4,2)=f2(4,I)*~S.fl(4,2) 
wiU TE (6,93) ( (F 1 (I , J ) , J,q ,4) ,1= 1 ,4) 
URITE(0,98)«Gl(I,J),J=I,.),I=I,4) 
URITE(6,9?) (F2II,J) ,J=1 ,.',1=1 ,4) 
URITE(0,90)«G2(~,J),J=I,4),1=1,4) 

















OD=-2 •• LP*(VO+ED-EI) 
(}C=OB'TF 
7 CON'flNUE 










............ F '~"'~~~Y"" 
"'..,....,.....~-- - -~,.........-...-"!;"'"".~ ••. ~,.... •• U,., 
~ 
J 
0206() 41 CON I 1 HUt:: 'I 02070 lit::=--U"trp/QA 
02080 TOH=SOtnCQ[ ) 
02090 TF1=TOH*(£I-[Q)/(VO+ED-EI) 
02100 TF2= TP- TOfFJf 1 
02110 42 CONTINU[ 
02120 'fEPg:::.OhTP 
02130 DElTOH=XHUtTON 
021U IFCTf2.GE.TEPS) 60 TO 6 
02150 HODE=l 




02200 GO TO H 
02210 43 TOH=TPtCVO+ED-EI)/(UO+ED-EQ) 
02220 Tfl =n'~TOH 
02230 44 con IHUE 
02240 OToN=rON 
'1 022:50 OTfl=TFl 02260 CALL STATE2(TON,Tfl) .. 
02270 C YRITE(6,21)TON,Tf1,TF2,X,Y,Z j 02280 27 fORHATCtHOD£=I*I*APPROXIHATE STEADY S11\1[*I*TOH=-,6t5.4, 
02290 X • rFl=-,til~.4,t Tf2=-,GI5.4/-X-.,4G15.4/*Y·.,4G15.41 
02300 X -Z=*,4615.4) /I 
02310 DEl TOH=XIWHON 
02320 IT=O 
02330 CALL XMA'f2( TON,XC1) 
02340 18 CALL XMAT2(TOH+DELTON,XC2) 
02350 D"ATCH=(XC2-XC1)/DELTON 
j 02360 TON=10N-XC1/D"ATCH J 02370 CALL XHAT2(TON,XC1) 1 02380 I r=U+l ~ 
1 ()2390 If(ABS(xCl ).LE-EPS) GO TO 31 . J 
02400 If(lT.LT.NIT) GO TO 18 j 
02410 T()H=OTON j 
02420 TF1=OTfl 1 02430 CALL STATE2(TON,lfl) l 020440 YRHE(6,J4) I 
02450 J4 FORHAT(/*EXCEEn MAX. ITERATION FOH THE EXACT STATE-' ! 
02460 X-APPROXIHATE STATE IS CALCULATED$/) ) . 
02470 31 CONTINUE . ~I 02480 IF(LDUTY .EO.l) GO TO 45 ~ ,·l 0249() Tfl ='rf 
.1 
.' 02500 TP=TONHFI 
" 02510 60 'TO 46 
02520 45 COHUNUE 
02530 Tf! ;:TP-TON 
02540 46 CONTINUE 
02550 CALL PHl"2(Tfl,f2,PHI2) 



















































lkk=X(4,1 )-PH12(4,1).Y(1 ,1)-fiHl~( .. ,~I.Y(2,1)­
X PH 12 ( 4, l) • Y (J , 1 ) - Y( 4 , 1 )-
X 02(4,1 ):.U(1,1 )~lJ2(4,2).U(2, 1 )-D2(~,4)*U(4, 1) 




If(LRTl.EQ.2) GO TO 36 
If(K1R.EU.2) GO TO 36 
WRll£l6,35) EI,~l,lDUly,KOOf,TON,Tfl,TP,TPCT,X,y,RIPX, 
X Ef<R, n, n:ps 
35 fORKAT(/+EI =*,612.4,* RL=*,GI2.4,* lnUTY~*,IJ, 
X. "OUE=*,13/+TON =*,612.4,* TF1=*,G12.~,. TP=.,612.4, 
X. TPCT=*,G12.4/*X =.,4G12.4/~V =*,4612.41 
X +RIPX=*,4GI2.4/*fRR =+,612.4,* IT=*,13,. TEpS=+,G12.4/) 
36 CON i'INUE 





CALL SlA fE2<TON, If 1) 
URI1E(6,17)TON,TF1,TF2,X,Y,Z 
17 FORKAT(*KODE=2+I*APPRUXIKATE STEADV STATE*/+TOH=*,Gl::i.4, 




9 CALL SttAT2(TON+nELTON,TF1,SC2,lIC1) 
SEf<R=SC2-SGl 
ABSERI\=ABS C SER~) 
LFCABSER~.LT .1.E-6*EPSHiO TO 10 
DStlAT2=(SC2-SCl )lDELlON 
TON=TON-SCl/DSMAf2 
CAll SttAT2<TOH,Trt ,SCI ,BC1) 
IT=n+l 
IF(ABS(SC1).LLEPS) GO TO 10 
IFCll.Ll.NIT) GO TO 9 
Tfl=PTF1 
10N=p'rON 
CALL SMA f2 ('rON, TFI ,SCt ,BCI ) 
10 CONTINUE 
IF(LDUTY.EU.l) 60 fO 47 
Tf2=TF-Hl 
TP=TON+H 

















CALL ~HA 1t2( rO,., Ht) 
TPCr~100.~rO""p 
IfClRrl.£Q.2) GO TO 56 
IF(MTR.EQ.2) GO TO 36 
"RJ'fE (6,55) EI ,Rl ,lDun ,HODE, TOH, TF'1 , TF 2, Tf>,X, Y, z, 
X RIPX,SC1,IT,TPcr,BC1,TEPS,SERR 














0325() C 67 






























X * HODE=.,lJ,I.TOH =.,6t2.4,. Tfl=',G12.4,.lf2-',012.4, 
X * TP=*,GI2.4/*X •• ,4G12.4/*Y -',4GI2.4/*Z ~., 
X 4GI2.4/.RIPX·.,4GI2.4/*SCt =',012.4,* 11.',13, 
X. TPCT=.,U12.4,. BCI=.,G12.4/*TEPSm.,612.4,. SER~ •• ,G12.4/) 
ti6 CONTi HUE 





If(LRTL.NE.2) GO TO 67 
"RI1E(6,6B) HODE,TPCT 
COHTHWE 
fOkHAT(*MODE =*,12,. DUTY CYCLE =.,f5.2/) 
If (LRTL.EO.2) GO TO 12 
"R 1 H (6, /0) « PS 1 (1 , J) , J:; I ,4) , 1=1 ,4) 
70 fOR"AT(*PSI=*,/4(~O!5.4/» 
If(ttTR.EU.2) GO HJ /6 




If(LRESf'.EO.O) GO lO 550 
CALL PHIH2(TON,Fl,PHll) 
CALL DMAT2no~,FI ,61 ,PH7,1 ,DO 
CALL PHIH2(Tfl,F2,PHI2) 
CALl. DttAT2( Tf 1 ,f2 ,G2 ,t>HI2,D2) 





If(LTR.EU.2) 60 TO SOl 
If<tWDE.EO.l) GO TO 500 
CALL R/'tCPY(ZrR,Z,~,1) 
VOTR=t<L:.ZTR (1,1 )-VO 
URITE(6,5'9)TIME,ZrR,VOTR 
"RITE(7,599)TIHE,ZTk,VOTR 
fORMAT( 6612 .4) 
GO TO 501 
COHHNUE 
CALL RMCPY(YIR,Y,~,l) 




~~¥4¥+"" .. "' ..... ~ ....... __ .~ ____ ~~., _~ _____ ~_--... ......... ___ .......-_~ 
























































IFCMODE.(Q.l) GO TO 502 
CALL STS2(X1R,PHIJ,ZTR,DJ,U) 



















IFCTIHE.GT.TFINAL) GO TO 505 
If(TIHE.ll.T5UlT) GO TO 501 
IfCLTR.EU.2) GO 70 501 
If(HOD£..EQ.2) GO TO ~06 
CALL R"CPVCZTR,YTR,4,1) 
5Q6 CONTINUE 










GO JO 'l 
550 CONUHUE 
IfrR=l 




69 CALL FREU2(PSJ,GAH,H,THETAO,THETAF,DELTHE1,EI,VQ) 
REAU(5,fkf'ARA") 














04080 UO TO 69 
04090 t 49 COWT U~UE 
04,o0 lFREQ=O " 
04110 150 COHUHUE 
04120 IfCLfE.EO.l' GO TO 160 
04130 If(lPEAK.EU.O) GO fO 200 
04140 DO 1~2 I=I,4 
04150 152 Xfp<I,I)·~(I,1) 
04160 El=ElSUn 
0.,70 U(1,O::El 
04180 lFE=l 1 
01190 UR IT E ( 6, 1 89 ) 
04200 189 fOR"AT (1 X, *SE T UP E1 S'fEP IHPUTt ) 
04210 GO TO 7 
04220 160 CALL OVSH2(fSI,XFP,HK) ~J 




042?0 IF (Lf<l.EG.1) GO TO 161 ~ 
04280 If(lOAD.EG.O) GO TO 201 
04290 Rl=RLSUlf 
04300 LRl=1 
04310 DO 153 I;: I ,4 I 
04320 153 XFP(l,O=XO,l ) 
04330 URITE(6,188) 
04340 188 FOR"Ar(lx,~SET UP RL LOAD CHANGE.) 
04350 GO TO 4 
04360 lAI CALL UV~H2(PSI,XfP,NK) 
04370 20' CUNTINUE 
04JUO LOAD=LRL:,O 
04390 RL=OLDRL 
01400 IfCLRTL.EO.O) GO TO 300 
04410 PRAN(NRL)=PRA"(NRL)+DPRAM 
04420 IfCPRAN(NRL).GT.PRAMf) GO TO JOO 
04430 LRTl=2 
04440 1)0 TO 5 
04450 300 COtH I.HUE 
0446i1 GO TO 400 
OHIO EHD 
04480 .~:t •• *:t.*.*.*.***.*.*.*.* ••• * •• *.* •••••• , •••••• * •••••• 
04490 SUBROUTINE OV5H2(PSl,XfP,HK) 
04~OO DIMEN~10N PSI(4,4),XfP(4,1),DELXP(4,1),TVEC(4,1) .. 
"4510 CO""ON/STA1£IX(4,1), Y<4, 1 ),2(4,1 ),U(,., 1) " 1 
I 04520 CO"~ON/EX1PAR/NIT,EPS,H1ER"S,"IT,TP,rf,LDUTy,[r,MODE,~"U ! 
04530 DATA ~S,CO!.013,6.E-41 i 04540 G=RS.CO/TP 04550 DO i 0 1= 1,-4 
1 
04560 10 DEL X P ( 1 , 1 );:: X f P ( I , 1 ) .- X <1 , 1 ) 














lIELVO=lV(c{ 1,1 )+0.( IVEe( " O-DELXP(1,'» 
00 '4 J aI, 4 
14 DELXP(l,I)=fVEC(I,l) 
30 CONTI HUE 
tU:WRH 
tHD 


















































OIHEHSION PHI1<4,4),111(4,4),X(4,1 )U(4,1) 
CPHHON/PA~AH/fl(4,4),f2(4,4),FJ(4,4),OI(4,4), 
XG2 (",4) , G3( 4,4) 
COH"ON/~XrpAR/NIT,EPS,N1ER"S,Mll,'P,TF,lDUTV,ET,"UO£,XHU 
CALL PHItI2<r,fl,PHll) 
CALL D"A12(l ,ft ,61 ,PHIl ,01) 
ZE1A2=-EHf'Hl1(4,1 )*X( 1,1 )+PHII (4,2).X(2,"+ 
XfHI1(4,3)+X(J,I)+X(4,1)+Ol(4,t)*U(I,1)+ 
XUl (4,:.:')*U(2,1 )":li i~~J).U(J, 1) 
RElUNN 
ENO 









DO 2 1=1,4 
DO 2 J=1,4 
2 [I(I,J)=O. 
~RITE(4,59)El,MOUE 
59 fORMAT(.AUDIOSUSCEP'lBILITY.,~ ~i·*,F6.2,. HODE=*,12) 
UR ITE (6,1) E I 
1 fORHAT(II+EI=*,EI2.6/, 








05060 DU 12 1:::1,4 
()~070 DO 10 J;;1,4 
')~OtlO 10 A<l,J!=-I-'bl \l,J) 
"", 
1 

























































110 J 6 1= t , .. 
VO 16 J::I,4 
UCl,J)=~YIV~U(l,J) 
16 V(l,J)=-V(I,J) 
GO TO 50 
25 CALL RHINV(A!HV,A,4) 
DO .:sO 1=1,4 





DO 34 1'1'1,4 
















IfnHETA.LT."HETAf-O.5*DHTHET> GO TO 5 
















DO 160 1=1,4 




























DO 132 1=1,4 
DO 132, J= 1 ,4 
132 ANORIt=ANORH+ABS(P(l,J» 

















































DO 136 1=1,4 
PO 136J=1,4 
1,36 UO(l,J)=O. 
DO 137 1=1,4 
137 UO(I,I)=UO(I,I)+DTl 
CALL PHltt2(-T,f,U2) 
CALL RMSCLRCYN,DTl r U2,o4,4) 
CALL RMADD(U,UO,UN,4,4) 
K=HlT-l 









END .:u**:~:U:t*:~*:U:Ul:.*: •• :"**' •• *¥:.**.:.:u.:u,* •• *****' •• I~.*** 
SUBROUJIN~ SfATE2(10N,IFl) D!"~NS]ON PHI'(4,4),PH12(4,4),PHI3(4,4),Dl(4,4),D2(4,4), 
XD3(4,4),TE"Pl(4,4),TEHP2(4,4),PHI(4,4),V(4,4),VU(4,1) 
DIHENSION "(4,1),rVl(4,1),TV2(4,1) 
cottMON/PARAMI Fl (4,4),F2'4,4),FJ(4,4),Gl(4,4"G2(o4,4), 
)(u3(4,4) COMMUH/EXIPARIHIT~lPS.NTERNS,HIT.IP,lt,LUUTy,ll.MUU~,XMU 



































































If(KODE.EQ.l) GO TO 15 
IF(LDUTY.EQ.l) GO TO 31 
Tf'2=TF-Hl 












DEN:: (1.-f'HI(I,I»*{1.-PHI<2,2» - PHI<1,2).PH!<2r. O 
DEf ~ DEN * (1. - PHI(3,3» 




IF(HODE.EU.2) GD 10 25 
X(2,1)=(PHI(2,1}~VU(1,1)+(I.-PHI(1,1»tVU(2,1»/DEH 
60 TO 24 
25 X(2 t t)::o;O.0 
24 COH'fINOE 
X ( 4,1 ) =['f - PH 11 (4 ~ 1 )t X( tel) -PHIl (",2).X (2,1)-
ZPH I 1( 4, :5)4: X ( 3, 1 ) - D 1 ( .. , 1 ) tU( 1 ,1) -D 1( 4, J) *U (l , 1 )-
ZD1 (4,2).U(2, 1) 
CALL SrS2(~,PHI,X,V,U) 
CALL S(S2(Y,PHIt,X,Dl,U) 




URI r f( 6 ,99 ) « PH I 1 (J , J ) , J= 1 , -4 ) , 1= 1 ,4) 
IiR IT E ( 6 , 98 ) ( ( D 1 ( I , J) , J= 1 , .. ) , I ~ 1 ,4) 
WRlTE(6,97) «PHI2<1,J) ,J=1 ,4),1=1,4) 
URITE(6,96)«D2CI,J),J=1,o4),1=1,4) 
If <I'HHILEQ.1 )60 1'0 35 
UR IT E. ( 6,89)( (PH Ii!: (1, J) , J= 1 , -4) , I = 1 ,") 
URITE(b,88}«D3(I,J),J=I,4),I=l,4) 
3~ CONTINUE 

















06630 C 99 
06640 C 98 
06650 C 97 
00660 C 96 
06670 C 'J9 
06680 C 88 
06690 C 95 
06700 C 94 
C 










79 fORHAT(*. =~,4G15.4/*Y =*,4G15.41 















*~.'*~*".' •• "*'***'*'*'**.'*'*'***"*'.$"*'*'***'.' 
SUBROUrlHE STS2(U2,PHl,~t,D,U) 
DlttEHSlUH PHI (4,4) ,~1 (4, 1) ,"2(4, 1 ),0(4,4) ,U(4, 1), 












































DELTFl =XMU:Hf 1 





DO 68 J=1,4 
IF(J.NE.2) GO TO 54 






































!f(AlHHSCl I.LT .H'S) lIO /'064 
IF(IT.lT.NIT) GO TO 67 
PRINT 61,U,SCt 
61 FORHATC.MAX ITERATION ON TON. IT=*,i3,. 5C1=.,EI2.6/) 
GO TO 70 
64 IfCHODE.EG.2) GO TO 81 
VTFt='TP-VTON 
If(LDUTY.EO.2) VTfl=Tf 












IF(ABS(Bl).L'~1.E-6*EPS) GO TU 65 
If (l , • U • Nil) GO 10 63 
PRINT 66, n ,1:11 
66 fORMATC*MAX nERA'IlON ON HI. H=:t:,n,* 3Cl=*,EI2.61) 
GD TO 70 
65 CALL FFUNC2(VTON,VTfl,X,U,FBAR) 
P~INT 53,VTON,VTfl 
53 FORHAT(*VTON::*,G15.4/*VTfl=*,G15.4/) 




XU, 1 )=X(J, 1 )-DELTX(J, 1) 
GO "0 68 


















































01600 CAll R~"Ul(~Hl,PH12,'Hll,1,4,4) 
07610 CAll ~""Ul(TE"Pl,PH12,Dl,4,~,~) 
07620 CAll k"ADD(V,TE~Pl,02,4,1) 
07630 If'ttODE.EQ.t) GO TO 15 
076~0 If(lDUTY.EO.l) GO 10 21 
07650 TF2=TF-Tfl 
07660 GO TO 22 
07670 21 COH1INU£ 
07680 TF2=TpMTft-10H 
07690 22 CONTlNUE 
01700 CAll PHIM2(Tf2,FJ,PHIJ) 
077;0 CALL DttAT2(Tf2,fJ,GJ,PHIJ,DJ) 
07720 CttL RHMUL(lEMP2,PHIJ,PHl,4,4 r4) 
07730 CAll RttCPY(PHI,TEMP2,4,4) 
077~0 CAll RMHUl(TE"Pl,PH13,V,1,4,4) 
07750 CALL kHADD(V,rE"Pt,D3,4,4) 
07760 t~ CONTINUE 
07170 CALL SrS2(F,PHI,X,V,U) 
oneo IF OWD£' Ell. 1 )UO W ~ 
07790 F(2,1)=O. 
07800 2 ~ETUHN 
\)/1310 END 





























DIMENSION X (4,'),U (4,1) ,FBARO( 4, I} ,FBAR < ~, 1) ,GAM(4, 1), 
X PH I t ( 4 , 4 ) , D 1 ( 4 ,4) , , E ttP YI ( 4 , 1 ) , T EtWY 2 ( 4, 1 ) , Y ( 4 , 1 ) 







[JElU=XMU:tADS (U (t , t » 
CALL FfUNC2CVTON,VTfl,X,U,F8ARO) 







IF(ABSCSCI J.LT .EPS) GO Ttl 64 
If(IT.U.tHf,\ GO ro 6? 
PRINT 61,11,0(;1 
61 FORHAT(.MAX ITERATION ON TON. IT=*,13,. SC1=.,E12.6/) 
60 TO 70 
64 CALL PHIM2(VTOW,Fl,PH11) 














































































IFCABS(Bl).LT.l.E-6~EPS) GO TO 65 
IfCIT.LT.NIT) GO TO 63 
PR un 66, n , B 1 
66 fURMATC*KAX ITERATION ON Tfl. IT=*,IJ,* SC1 •• ,E12.6/) 
GO TO 70 
65 CALL fFUNC2(VTON,VTF1,X,U,fBAR) 
DO 69 1=1,4 
6~ GAHI 1, 1) =(fBAR (1,1 )-fBARO( 1,1) )/DELU 
U( 1,1 )=U( 1, t ~-DELU 
70 RETURN 
END 
****.******.**,.*** •••• * •••• ,.* •••• *** •••••••••••••••• 
SUBRUUTINE X~AT2(TON,X~AT) 










CALL DHAT2( rFl ,f2,G2,PHI2,D2) 





* •• ***.*,.,* •••••••• **.** •• *,******* ••• **,* •• ,*, •• * ••• 
SUBRourlNE SHAT2(TON,TF1,SMA1,BHAT) 























































B 1 :: lHIA" 2 ( If 1 , Y , U ) 
If(A~S(~l).LT.~PS. GO TO 32 
11=11'+1 
4$$ t • 
If(l'f.lT.NI1) 00 TO 31 
PRINT JJ,11,Tfl,BI 







If(LDUTY.£O.I) GO TO 21 
I'f2=H-rFl 
GO fO n 
21 CON IlNUE 
TF2=H'-fUH'-Tfl 
22 COrH INU£ 
CALL PHlt1~\ If2,t'J,PHI3) 
CALL lJHA'I'2Uf2,F3,G3,PHIJ,DJ) 
SIiAl'=X(4,1 )-PHLH4, 1 ):.Z( 1,1)-




••• * •• * ••• **.************** ••••••• * ••• * ••••• * ••••• *.*. 
fUNCTION ~tlA12(Tfl,Y,U) 
DIMENSION PHI2(4,4),D2(4,4),Y(4,1),U(~,,) 




CALL DMAI2CTfl ,f2,G2,PHI2,D2) 
BttAT2'JPH12CZ,1 ):IIYC1,1 )+F'H12(Z,2)*Y(Z, 1)+ 







Apperldix C. Buck-Boost Regulator COlllputer Progr4m Description 
The computer program is very similar 'to Appendix B Boost Regulator. 
Table Bl through B3 also apply in this program. Table Cl is example of 











































Table Cl. 88PAS Program Parameters 
0.19 LRTL ~j 
2.2E-4 NRl 2 
6.0E-4 DPRAM 0 
0.013 PRAMF 0 
20.0 LIST 1 
56.258E3 LPEAK 0 
16.E3 LFE o· 
47.E3 NK 1S 
4.E4 LFR~Q 0 
2.E3 LPARAM 0 
5.6E-9 LCOMP 0 
3.3E-8 !-PC 0 
3.E-5 LSA 0 
28. LRLPC 0 
23. LCFR 0 








NOTE: Resistance. inductance and capacitance Ire given on o~s, henries, and farads 
respec.tively.Voltages are given in 
volts. All other parlMeterun1ts 
































































TABLE C2. BUCK BOOST PAS COMPUTER PROGRAM 
PIWGKAM ~'A!j,H I HPU I , OU II-'U I , I APt::'= INf-'U r ,1 APE6=OU' FU r, 
X1AflJ,fAPE1,'Af~/) 
••••• * ~UCK-BOUSI PAS INfLEMlNI TNANSIENr HISTORY ALUURITHM 
••• * •• fO~ VO COMPUTAIION 4.4.78 
u .... BUCK-flOOSI PAS MODifY IF2 CUTOFi' CIH H:.IHON 
•••••• Tf2.6E.TEPS=IXIP S~ECIFIES "00E=2 OPERATION 
** .. ** HOllIfY TRA AND LC\\ SEQUENCE IN Oi<DER 10 unUlE 
* ••••• PROPER P~l "ATRIX OPE~AIIHO POINt (EI/HL) 
•••• t. ABOVE CHANGES IHPLEMENTED 3.27.78 
•••••• ~UCK-800Sr PAS FOR TP CONSl (lOUrY=1) AND 
*.** •• IF CONSl (LlIUTY=2) 3.2J.18 
•• ***. IRA OELrA VO HISfU~Y 3.22.78 
••• *** LeA LOAD CHANG~ AHALYSIS RL TO RLSWIf 3.22.78 
****** lAP[4 ,~ ABA DAfA 
****** lflPt::3 IS II{A OA fA 
DIMENSION ~1PX(4,1),PS1(4,4),PSY(4,4)~OAM(01,1),rHT(8), 






COMMUN IsrAIE/X(4,1 ),Y(4,1 ),£(4,1 ),U(4,1) 
EUU1VAU::NGE (Pr<AI1( i) ,Cl), (PRAM(2) ,e2), 
X(PRAM(J),RJ),(PRAM(4),R4),(PRA"(~),R5), 
X(PkAM(6) ,f\l), (f'RAI'H/) ,H,n, (PRAM(!:!) ,LO), 
X{PkAM(Y) ,CO), (Pl-!Ai'H l 1J) ,LO 


















XN 1 , ,N 3, En, EI , ER ,£ lI, til, E f, r P, fF , vo 
NAMELIsr/CUMP/EPS.N11,XMU,NTERMS,MIT 
H A " ,~ L 1 sri C U (~ I R L I L f' t~ r' i~ t1 • L I; U M IJ , L I' G • L S Ii , L ~ I L • L I, L: I ,L F R E Q 

































































UR1 fl: (6,9 11) 
99 fORMA'(lX,~fNOGRA~ ~UNCTION*,IJX,. CONTkOl PARAMl:rER (l~YES O-NO)* 
X 1* CHANGE PARAM*,18X,*LPARAH* 
X 1* CHANUl COM'*.IYX,*LCOHP* 
X 1* Ll~T PAkAH, CUM~*,14X,*LPC* 
X 1* ~IA~llI1Y ANALYHlS*,12X,~LSA* 
X 1* NUOI LOCUS ANAlYS18*,1IX,*LkIL* 
X 1* LISI PAHA~~IEH CODl*,6X,*LHLPL* 
X 1* AUlIIU ANALYH1S*,16X,*LfREU* 
X 1* CHANGE fHI:U HANUE*,8X,*LCFR' 
X 1* IRANSIENI ANALYSli.,12X,~LPEAK' 
X 1* TRANSIENT LUAU *r12X,.LOAU* 
X 1* UUTr ~YLL£ BGH~"E *,12X,*LDUlr* 
X 1* IRANBIYIION ALGURlfHh .,6X,*LRESP+I) 
4()O CONfINU£ 
WR111::(6,401) 
401 FUHMAT(IX,*lNTER H fU DISCONIINUE PAS, OTHlRUIU~ y.) 
REAll (5,402) XI 
402 fORMAl IAI) 
1 t= LX 1 • HI. 1 liN ) !:lr O~' 
lJRlfl:(6,40J) 
40J fOKMAf(IX,*lNPUT PAS CONTROL PARAMETERS') 
f\tAU(5,CONIKl) 
URllt<6,COH1RU 
IHLlIlHY.EIL1) GU IU 420 
URIII:(6,4::!1 ) 
421 fURMAr(/lx,*CUH~rAHI fF DUry CYCLE SCH~ME*I) 




423 fOkMAT(/1X,*CONSTANT TP CUIY CYCLE SCH£HE+/) 
422 CONlINUE 
H (Lf'AHAM.I:1I.0) til! TU 404 
REALI(~,t-'AKAM) 
404 If (LCl1(H'.l:.Ll.O) l!U 10 40b 
I{£AlI (0, L;urw ) 
405 1t=<U'C.EILO) GO fU 406 
IoIRlft::(6,f'AHAM) 
WRI rE(6,t.:UMI-'> 
41J6 H (LSA.Efl.o) GO Iu 40/ 
lJU IU ~ 



























































IF(l~lPC.EU.O) UU IU 40Y 
''''OIU6,4(0) 
460 f OI<I1A I ( 1X,. CODE PAHAHE TE.I(:. 
X 1+ 1= Cl.l* 2= C2+/. 
X + 4= ~4.1. ~= I\S./:. 
X * 7= H3+/+ 8= LO.;:' 




410 FOR"Ar(lx,*I~~UT Muur lOCUS PAHA"EJt:.RS.) 
READ(S,RLF'AkA!;) 
IiR 1 n: (6, RLt'AkAH) 
GO ro 5 
408 IF(lfRtO.£U.O) GO 10 411 
IfCLLfR.EU.O) GO fO b 
IiRI'It(6,4IJ) 
41J fOM"Af(IX,+IHfUI F~EQUENCY RA~GE fARA~ErERS.) 
RtA[I(~,fRPAf\AIi) 
UR HE (6, FRPARAI'O 
GO 1'0 () 
411 If(LPEAK.EO.O) GO ro 415 
IHHH(6,414) 
414 fORMAr(lX 1 +JNPUI TRANSIENT ANALYSIS PARAMETERS') 
f\EAD(5,IAPARAI'1) 
URIJ~(6,rAPAkA") 
GO 10 5 
415 IFClUAU.EU.O) GO TO 424 
UklTl::!6,416) 
416 fOR~AI(IX,~I~PUl LUAU CHAMGE rAkA~I::TER8*) 
~EAD(~,Rf'ARAM) 
URI1t:C6,RPAkAM) 
424 CONI !NUE 
r~(lREsr.EO.O) GO 1U 400 
IJR ITf:< 6, 4:'!t,) 
425 FU~MAr(lx,*JHPUr lRANS1110N RESPONSE PARAHE1ERS+) 
READ(~,rRf'ARA~) 
UfO 1f. (6, TRf'ARAH) 
:1 CO~TIHUE 
IFClHTL.EU.O)GO TO 4 
ijR1TE(6,212)RPkAI'1(MRL),PRAMCNRL) 





K[I=I'IV (1\1 +R;n 
Kp:::Nl/LO 
[lU 11 1=1,4 
DO 1t J= 1 ,4 
U~(1,J)=G2(1,J)=GJ(I,J):::0. 
































































fl(1,J)af2( .. ,3)af~(1,J)=t./(Cl.R~) 
Gl(4,2)aG2(1,2)&U3(1,2)=I./(CI'(RJ+HI*K~» 
fl (4, I )=fJ(1, 1 )=-KII*(KhOI (1,2)+f1 (1,3» 
GI(2,J)=G2(2,4)=~I/Hl 
Gt (~, 1)=-01 <2,3) 
01( .. ,J)=G~(4,4)-HJ/(Hl'Cl.R4) 
61 (4, 1)=-01 (4,3) 
ft (4,2)-NIHI (2,2HUt (4,1) 
f2(1,2)=KL~KP/CO 
f2(2,1)=-Kl/Hl 




111'<11£(6,93)( (fl(I,J),J=1 ,4) ,1::1,4) 
U~11(6,1I8' (<61 (l,J) ,J=I ,1),1::1,4> 

























'J'f2:::1 f -Tf 1 
rp=TON+H' 
GO TO 42 
11 COHlINUE 






































































TEPS- .01* rp 
DELlOH=XI'tU:HGH 
IF(TF2.0E.T~PS) GO TO 6 
"OP!:': 1 
IF(LDUH .£U.O GO ro 4J 
TON=Tf~~VO+ED)J(EI-EO) 
ffl=H 
'JP=l ON" TF 1 
GO TO H 
43 lON=rp;(VO+ED)/(VO+ED-ED+EI) 






27 fO~MAr(*MODE=1'/.APPROAINATE STEA~Y STATE'I.TON=~,Gt5 •• , 










If(Pil~S(XC1).LE.EPS) GO TO 31 





34 FORMATC/*EXC£ED MAX. ITERATION FOR THE EXACT STATE.; 
X*APPROXlhArE STATE IS CALCULATED*/) 
31 CONTINUE 
If(LDOf)' .Ea. t) 00 TO -45 
Hl=TF 
11-'='fONHFl 
GO 'fO 46 
4~ CON'fINUE 
TF1=rp~TUN 
46 CON 11 NUl:. 











































































IfCLRTl.EQ.2) GO TO 36 
If(MTR.EQ.2) GO TO J6 
YRI1E(6,35) EI,RL,LbUTY,MODE,TON,TF1,TP,TPCT,X,Y,RlfX, 
X ERR, 1'1, TEPS 
35 FORttATC/*EI =*,012.",* RL •• ,012.4,. LDUTY •• ,Il, 
X. "ODE·.,I3/.TON =.,0'2~4,. Tfl •• ,GI2.4,* 1P=.,012.4, 
X * TPCT=.,G12.4/.X &$,1GI2.4/'Y •• ,"612.41 
X .RIPX=*,4012.4/*ERR •• ,§12.4,. IT=*,IJ,* TEP5=.,GI2.4/) 
36 CONlINUE 
GO 1'0 56 
6 CONTINUE 
PTON='fO~ 




1/ fURMATC*MODE=2*I*APPROXI"ATE STEADY STATE*/*TON=*.GI5.4, 









IF(ABS(SCI ).LLSEPS) GO TO 10 





IF(LDUTT'.I:.G.l) GO TO 47 
Tf2=Tf-Tf 1 
lP=ION+TF 
GO TO 48 
47 C' 'l'lNUE 
n ~~='ff"-lfl'-TOH 
48 CON TINUE 
13 DO 12 1=1,3 
12 I<IPX<I, 1>=X( I, I)-Y <J:, 1) 
CAU STAH,2<lON, n 1} 
U'el= I 00. 'j; ION/Tf 
IF(LRTL.~O.2! GO TU 56 
If(MTR.~O.2) GO TO 36 
~RIT£(6,55) EI,RL,LUUTY,HODE,TON,Tfl,TF2,lP,X,Y,I, 













~b ~OM~Al~/~ll .~,61~.~ •• Nl •• ,U'~.4,. LUU".',lJ. 
X· ~OU~·.,lJ,I.10" •• ,612.4,. Jtl •• ,U'~.~,. '.2 •• ,81~.~, 
X' fP·. t lt2,4/.X •• ,4012.41" •• ,4012.4/.2 .', X 4GI2.4/.klPX· •• 4UI~.4/.SCt .~,U'2.4,* 1'-.,13, 









()J2~0 C 6/ 
~)\!260 C itU 
CALL Q~AL(~SY,~,~,H,V,lNl,lVD.ll.L) 
If(LRll.NE.2) 60 ro it/ 
WNll~(6,6a) NODE,TPcr 
CON1JNUl 
.UN~A'(.NOUb ~~,12,. DUlY ~YCLh ~.,fb.~/) 










































l~ILRhSP.~U.O) UO 10 b~O 
CALL PH1~~(lUN.~1,PHll) 
~ALL U"AI~( lllN.~" ,UI,Plut tll!) 
CALL PH1"2'1~1,~2,PHl~) 
CALL O"AI2('~1,~2fU~,PH12,»2) 
IF,nUUh.hO.l) 00 lU bijY 
CALL PHJH2Cl~~.tJ,PHlJ) 
CALL D"Al~(IF~,F3,U3.PHIJ,UJ) 
~ij9 l:ON I UWh 
I al:.lllULUflNi:; 
1~'LIR.EO.2) UD 10 bOt 
If(nUDE.~Q.I) GO TO 500 
CALL RHCPYCtIR,Z,~,\) 




00 10 501 
500 CUNflNUl'. 
lALL RNCr~{Y1R,Y,4,,) 






























































",~~~ ______________ IiIlIIII!II" 
60 TO 50J 
502 CONTIHUE 
CALL STS2(XTR,PHI2,YTR,D2,U~ 
















IF(TIHE.GT.JfINAL) 60 TO 505 
If (J UtE.Ll.lSW!T) GO 'rO 501 
IF(LTR.EO.2) GO TO 501 
IF(HODE.EQ.2) GO 10 506 
CALL RHCPY(ZTR f tTR,4,1) 
506 COtn 1 HUE 










GO TO '1 
550 CONTINUE 
MTR=1 




69 CALL FRE02(PSI,6AH,H,THETAO,THETAF,DEL1HET,El,VO) 
f<EACI (5, FRf'ARAH) 
If (1HEfAf .EO.0.)60 TO 149 
~R1 rE(6,H~PARA") 



































































Jf(l~EAK.EU.O' tiO 1U 200 
DO ':S2 j-l,4 
152 Xff<l,I'·X<I,I) 
El;aElS"l r 
U( 1 , t )1lfEl 
LH.=1 
IIRlT£t4,lN9) 
189 fOR"Al(IX,~SET UP El SfE~ lNPU1.) 
GO 10 7 
160 CALL OVSH~(PSl,XfP,HK) 
200 CUHfINUt' 
lPEAI(=LHiltO 
I:: I ~ 0 LlIl::1 
U(l,I)1:(O 
lHLk'l.t.U.1) GO ro 161 
H(LOAll.l::.O.O) lIijlU 201 
kL:O::KL!lW·l1 
LRl:=1 
L10 t~:S !;:;1,4 
I~J XtP(l,I)~X(I,I)' 
WRHE(o, Uti) 
IQS FORHA1(IX,.SET UP RL LOAD CHANGE.) 
60 TO 4 
161 CALL OYSH2(PSl,XfP,NK) 
201 CUN IINUt: 
LOAU;::LkL;:O 
kl=ULURL 
IF(LRll.lU.O) 6U TO JQO 
PRA"(N~L)~PRA"(NRL)+DP~A" 
If(PRAN(NRL).Ol.PMA~F) 00 TO 300 
If(l'L=2 
00 '10 t> 
3QO COtHiNUl 
GO TO ~OQ 
ENll 
.**'**~** ••••• * ••••• *.** •• ***.*.* ••• *.** ••••• * ••••• *.* 
SUSROU11NE OYSH~lPSl,XfP,~K) 
DlMENSION PSl(4,~),XFP(1,1),PELXP(1,t),'VEC,~,1) 




DO '0 1 = 1 ,~ 
1Q lI~LXP(l"I):;:Xff'(i,n~X(l,l) 
lIU VO::DH Xf' ( I ,1 ) tUHIEL.XP (1,1) 



















IJ['" ... -v--...-~ .. --
................ ' .... '<oO;M'''' ... '"'~_-.'1 
01610 DO 11 1~1,~ 
04650 1~ DELXP(I,I)=rYEC(I,I) 




0.'90 .~~ •• *.~ .. ~.*.*.~.*.* .• * •• *.*.~ .•.•...• * •• ~ •• ~ ••••••• * 
04700 fUMcflOH Z[IA1(T,X,U) 




04750 CAll PHIH2(T,Fl,PHll) 
01760 CALL DrtAT2( r ,Ft ,61 ,f'Hrl ,01) 
04770 ZElA2='-ET+PHll (4,1 )'X( 1,1 HPHl1 (4,2 )'X(2, 0+ 
04780 XPH11(4,J)'X(3,t)+X(4,1)+nl(.,1)~~(t,,)+ 












































DO 2 1::: 1 ,4 
DO 2 J=1,4 
2 tHl,J)z(). 
W~llE(4,~Y)El,"OD~ 
59 FOR"AT(~AUDIOSUSCEPTIBIL!TY.,. EI::~,F6.2,. "OD[=*,12) 
WRllE(6,t) E1 
FORHAr(II.~1 •• ,E12.6/, 
X • IHE'fA FREQ (HZ) I.)BEL~,3X"G •. ,11X,.REG •• 'OX,.1"6*, 
X 6X, H'HASH) 





RY=SlN( rH~ r ) 
DO 12 1=1,4 




IFCA9S(RY).LI.1.l-10) GO TO 25 
RYlV=l./RY 

































































DO 16 1·',4 
DO 16 J1:II,4 
U(l,J)·~YIV*U(l,J) 
16 V(l,J)*-V(l,J) 
&0 'to :so 
2~ CALL ~"INV(AINV,A,4) 
DO ,SO 11:11,4 




CALL R""UL(V,A~NV,U, .. ,4,~) 
[10 H 1=1,~ 
110 J4 JiIIl,~ 
J4 V(I,J).MRV*VCl.J) 
50 CON IINUt 
CALL 1<""Ul( 'V~Cl ,U,llVEC,,4,4, 1} 
CAll. RIUWU rVEC2 ~ V, lWEC" .. , ~, 1) 
GRE=llllt=O. 
till 5:) 1::-1,4 
~HE·6~E.H(1).TVEC1(1"a 
55 Gl"=GIK+HCI)+TVEC2(ltt) 







If(lHlTA.LT.rHETAF-O.5*b~LrH~T) GO TO 5 
too CONIINUE 
IU~ 1 URN 
[Nt' 






llO 160 1=1,4 
160 PHltl,l)=Pl(l,l)+l. 
CALL R"CP'lP,Pl,~,4) 















05660 CALL RMCt-'Y(l',"'2,4,4.) 
05670 C~lL ~~AVD~PHI,PHJ,P,.,.) 
05680 DO lJ2 1=/,4 
056YO no lJ2 J=I,4 
0~700 132 AHOR~=AHOR~1A8S(P(1,J» 
05710 IF (ANOR~.Lr.EP~) 60 TO 13l 
05720 131 COHTIHUE 
057JO lJJ R~lUHH 
O~/40 l:.Hll 


























n;:IU!.ti~j;)ION TEMPI (-4,,4)·.UHf'2(~, .. , ,U()( .. ~.4) ,U2''','') ,UH(4,4), 
XIJ(", .. ) , f{ 4.4) ,6(4 I. ) ,II( .,4) ,PHI (",") , 0 (4, -4 ) 




1)0 136 1-=1, .. 
DO 136 J= 1,4 
136 'UO ( 1 , J ):to. 
00 137 1= 1,-4 
t37 "O(I,I)="O(I,I>+Drl 
CALL PHIM2(-T,f,Y2) 
CALL HMSCLlHUN,Dlt ,"2,4,4) 
CALL RMADDCU,UO,UH,4,.) 
K=ttll~1 










06020 •••• * ••••••••••••••••• * ••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••• 
060JO SUBROUTINE STAT£2(TOH,Tfl) 
06040 Dl~ENSlON PHIIC-4,4),PHI2(-4,4),PHI3(4,-4),Dl(4,4',D2(4,4), 
06050 XD3C4,4),T£~P,(4,4),TE~P2(4,4),PHI(4,4),V(4,4),VU( .. ,I) 
06060 DI~f.NSION U(4,1),TVIC4,1),TV2(4,1) 




061to CALL PHIH2CTON,fl,PHI1) 
06120 CALL DHAT2(10N,fl,Gl,PHll,Dl) 
06130 CALL PH1H2(lFl,f2,PHI2) 
06140 CALL D"AT2(Tfl,F2,G2,PH 1 2,n2) 
06150 CALL R"ttUL(PHI,PHl~,PHI1,4,4,4) 








IfUWDE.(O. n 60 10 1~ 
IHLOUTY.EU.l) 60 "0 31 
H~\:lHu ffl 













































CALL fU~"IJL.(Vl\,V,U,.t4, 1) 
DEH l< (~.-f'lfl(l,n)I.(1.-PHl(2,2» - PHl(1,2)!fPHl(,",t> 
DET = DEN. (\. - ~Hl(J,J') 
X C I , I ) ~ ( ( I • - PH 1 ('~1, ~) ). VU <t , 1) + PH 1( 1 ,:l ). VU Cl • 1 ) ) IDEM 
X(J,1)=«PHl(2~1).PHl(3,Z)+PH1(3,1).(1."PHI(2.2»).VO(1,1) 
X + C t'H I (3,2 H (1 ,-PH 1 '( j , t ) ) +PHI (1,2) 'PHI( J, i ) ,) ,YUCZ, t) )/nn 
x +VU(J,1 )I(l.-f'tIlC!i,J) 
IF(HODE.EO.2) GO TU 2~ 
X (2,1)::: (PH I (2., 1 ) :+.\lU ( 1,1 H ( 1 • -PH l( 1 , n ) 'VU (2,1 » ID€fII 
GO 1 U 2~ 
25 X(2.! I )~O,O 
24 CONI1NUE 
X ( -4, 1 ) =E f'"' fH It (4, 1 ). x ( 1 , 1 ) - r"H I 1( 4 , 2 ».)( ( :2, n -









"IU ru 6,98) « D 1 (I, J) , J= 1 ,4) ,1:: 1 ,4 ) 
"RllE(6,'?)«PHI2(1,J),J:::l,~),I::l,4) 
"RIT£(6,96J«U2(I,J),J=1,.),1::1,~) 













066JO (; ~'i 
06640 C va 
06650 C If? 
06660 C 96 
06670 C 69 






fOR"AT(/.D1=*,/~(4GI~ •• /)/) 
fOR"AT(/.PH12·.,/4C4Glb.4/)/) 
fOR~AIC/*D2·*,/4(4G1S.4/)/) 














L .....•. . - ...... ~_~ __ L~ __ ......-... •••... _"' ••• __ ._ ........... J 
R, ........ 4 .. UtC. ;su ,u;w 
06680 C 8~ 
06690 C Y!I 


































XTE"f'Yl (4,1, ,lE"f'Y2(-4, 1) ,DEUX(4, 1) 
CO"~ON/PARAM/FtC4, .. ),F~(4,4),FJC4,4),Gt(4,4), 
X62(4,4),G3(4,4) 
l:otUWN/lXIPARIH IT ,EPS ,tHER"S ,UT, TP, Tf ,lDUn,El ,HODE, X~U 
IdON;TON 
VTf t i:lFl 
DEL lON;.; X"U.', ON 
IIHTF t =XHU:Hf', 



































PRI~' ~1,f8ARO . 
fDRMAr(*f8ARO~.,615."/J(6X,G15.4/» 
DO 68 J=1,4 
IF(J.NE.Z) GO TO ~4 








If'(ABS(SCl I.Ll .EPS) GO TO 64 
If(lT.ll.NlI') GO fO 67 
~'RINT 61,1',SCl 
61 fURtiAT('MAX ITERATION ON TON. Ila.,IJ,. SC1=.,EI2.6/) 
GO TO 70 
6" If(tlODE.EO.2) GO TO 81 
VTf'l=l'P-VTOH 
JF(LDUTY.EO.2) VTfl=Tf 
GO 10 65 





0/19U CAll PHJ~~'VIU",tl,'Hll) 
01200 CALL O~Ar~(VrO~,fl,ijt,PH!l,~t) 
07210 CAll ~IS2~~,PHll,X,nl,U) 
07220 DEl rx (2, t ). XKU*ABS (Y (2, I ) ) 
01230 11=0 
07240 'l.BnAr~(Vlfl~Y,U) 
072S0 63 DO*(8KA12CVTF1+0(lTft,Y,U)-8\)/BElTFl 
0726~ IT-I'.' 
07270 Vlfl=VTF1 M ',/D8 
07280 Jla~"AT2(YTfl,Y,U) 
07~YO IfCABS(01).LT.t.E-6*lPS) GO TO 65 
OlJOO If(l1.LI.Hl'r) GO 1063 
07310 r~lNl 66,11,81 
07320 66 ~OR"Al(.hAX lTERAT1UH O~ 1Ft. 1,~.,IJ,. ~CI •• ,E'2.'/) 
07330 GO to 70 
01J10 65 CAll ffUHC2(VrON,Vltl y X,U,fBAk) 
O/J50 C PRiNT 53,VTUH,vrFl 
07360 C 53 fO~hA'c*vrON=.~G15.1/.vrfl=.,6IS •• /) 
0?~70 DO 69 1=1,4 
07380 bY paI\X,J)=(fDARll,1)-FBARO(I,1»/VEL1X(J,I) 
073'0 C PRINT 52,fBAR 
07400 C 52 fORHAT(.feAR='~G15.4/J(5X,G'5.4/') 
07410 xeJ t ')=X(J,1)-PELTX'J,1) 
07420 GO IU 68 
O/4JO 72 DO 74 1=1,4 
07140 14 PS1(Jt2)~O. 
07480 68 CONflNUE 
~1460 70 ~ETURN 
0/410 £,.» 























DHI£HSION I EhPI (4,4), r£Mf'2( 04,4) ,PHIH.,4' ,PH12 (4,4), 
XPHIJC4,4),Dl(4,4),U2(4,4),D3(4,4),PHl(4,4),V(4,4), 











If OW Dt:. E (I • 1» 60 1 0 1 5 
IF(llJUH.lII.1) GO IU ~1 
ff.2='Tf-TFl 
tiO TO 22 
21 l:ONTINUE 
11"2= I~"~ n l'~'TUN 
22 co~ flHUt 
-102-
.' 01100 CALL t-'Hll1~( H2,tJ,f'HU) 
onlo CALL ""AI:!( f~:l,fJ,6J,"H •. J,J)J) 
07/20 CALL R""UL(rE"p2,'HIJ,.Hi~4,~,~) 
07730 CALL RHCPY(PHl,lEI1P2,4,4) 
07/.0 CALL R""UL(1["P"PHIJ,Vr~,4,4) 
07750 CALL R"ADD(V,TE"'t,DJ,4,4) 
07160 IS CONTINUE 
07770 CALL SlS2(f,PHI,X,V,U) 
07780 IfCtlODE.EO.I)GO TO 2 
07790 f(2fl)~Or 
07800 2 ~E'U~H 
07810 [HII 
01820 .* ••• *.**.**.**.*.*.*.*.* ••• *~* •• , •••••••••••••••••••• 
07830 SUBROUTINE GA""2(GAH,TON,TF1,X,O) 














07980 67 DZETA2=(ZETA2(VTON+UELION,X,U)-SC1)/OElTON 
07990 IT=IT+l 
OYOOO VTON-UTON-SC1/DZETA2 
09010 SC1=ZETA2(VrUH,X,U) . 
08020 If(AB~(SCI).LT.EPS) 00 TO 6~ 
08030 IFCll.lT.NIT) GO TO 67 
08040 PRINr 61,IT,SCl 
08050 61 FORHATC*MAX ITERATION ON ToN. IT=*,13,* SC1=*,E12.6/) 
08060 GO TO 70 
06070 64 CALL PHIH2(VrOH,fl,~HII) 
08080 CALL UMAT2(VrON,fl,Gl,PHll,Dl) 
08090 CALL STS2(Y,PHI1,X,DI,U) 
08100 IT=O 
08110 IfOtODLEO.l) GO TO 65 
08120 Bl=BI1AT2(UTF1,Y,U) 




08170 IFIABS(BI).LT.I.E-6*EPS) GO TO 65 
08180 IF(IT.LT.HIT) GO TO 63 
OtilYO PRINT 66,Ir,e1 




























































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
60 10 70 
65 CALL ffUHC2(VI~H,V'Fl,X,U,fJA~) 
DO 69 1:1,4 
69 OA"(I,I)=(F8AR(I,1)-fBA~0(1,1»/DELU 
U( 1,1 )aU( 1,1 )-DE'LU 
70 RETURN 
EHI) 
























COH"ON/Sl'ATE/X( 4, 1), Y<4, 11 ,2(4, 1) ,U(4, 1) 
PTF1=TFl 
DEL 1 Fl ::XltU:HF'j 
CALL STATE2(lOH,TF1) 
I'f=O 
81 =lIMA 'f 2 (T F 1 , Y , U) 
IF(ABS(BI).LT.EPS) GO TO 32 




IF(AHS(al).Lr.EP~) GU 10 32 
I'I=I'1+1 
IF (IT. LT • to n 00 t lJ 31 
f'RIHT J3,n,Tfl,81 
33 FORMAf(*MAX. ITERAtION UH 11=*,13,. Tfl=*,Glb.4,' 81=.,615.4/) 
TFP:f'Hl 
~2 (;UNIINUl 
CALL SIAILHfON, HI) 








































If(LDUll.~Q.') 00 102' 
W2 151f-'ff 1 










EtUI ~* •• *.~.~.~.*.* .•. *~ ••• ~*.*.*.+~.* ••••••• *.*.* ••• *.*.* 
~U~C'lO" _"A12(lfl,Y,U) 











A~PENDIX D: Derivations of Constraints for Boost and Buck-Boost 
Converters 
D.l Sasic ~elationships for Boost conyerter 
n. Input-output voltage r~ationship 















o i Toff 




By substituting T from .(A.I) 
on 
into the above equation for ~iL5(t) 
Ei (EO - Ei ) 








• , . 
I 
f, , 
.' ..... __ .... A . _ •• ___ '_._.f~O"_ ~_. ___ _ 
I 
I<.~ ~ 
.Il..L DeriYAtion, qf transistor switching 1080 
Examining the current waveform through transistor of Fig. 2.2 
During T : on 
Saturation 1088 1 JT
on 
.- V T at 
o 
T 
• ~ I Vat T i 
From (A.l) ~e can get 
Also ,the 8ve:t:8ge inp\lt curren,'(: Ii - eft Ei 
substitute 1:1. aod Ton into the above equation, we can get 
POVst(EO~ E1) 
saturation loss - ef.f Ei EO 
b. Transistor turn-on 108~ 
Switching wave,form during turn on: 
o 



















Ave'r.ase tUrn-on powtn: loss .. ¥ J . vCl~(t)iQ(t)dt 
o 
1 0 . Bt i fIrst: [ E + Vo - v . J tl '''' d j .. - - - ,,- t + E +V -- t dt '1' 1~ 0 'D T o En: st' _ 
Po 
whef.'e Ii -: ' .. _--
eff E 
. i 
d .. Half o,f; the peak-peak r.ipple through IJ5 
1':1. (EO'~ 1::i ) 
'fot¢ ... --.-.-
2,L E F 5 0 





Note that t.t:ol\sis tor (':.\inent ~~ t the moment of. turn-off is 11+<:1 
instel)d of Ii -d • 
-108 ... 







The turn-off power 1088 • ~ f VCE(t):iC(t)dt 
o 
Q • .3 Der.tvlltion J?J dio~..s~~in8 10s8 
!.!.. Diode ",onduction 1088 
Examining the iO waveform I!.~ shown in Fig. 2.2 
Diode conduction 10s8 
~iode turn-Oil 1088 















1 j nd 
turn-on loss" T in(t)vD(t)dt 
o 












~.4 Output filter ESR loss 
Examining the iC6 waveform of Fig. 2.2 
(D.21) 
.During TOFF : (D.22) 
(D.23) 
By substj,tuting (A.21) and (A.22) into the above integration formula, 
D.5 Parasitic resistances for Ll~2~5 
R, 
R (winding rosistance) - Pi 
where A - Ac (copper cross section area) 
By definition of winding pitch factQr Fe 
_ ~~.length per turn of winding 
FC core circumference 









The equation for L2, ts can be likewise d.erived 
R~AC2 - 4PFC~N2 - 0 
RSAcS .. 4PFC~Ns· 0 
0..6 Ope·ratillsflux density COllstraint 
Because Ll , L2 do not handle AC ripple current 
so N1Al "" eff E~BSl 
t 2Po 
0..7 Window area constrain.!. 
:By definition ofwlndow fill factor 
F = core window area a<1tually occupied by the core 



















where Zl· mean magnetic path length 
Al • core cross section ares 
Zl /At 
211 - -2- • radius of window area 
80 
likewise, 
D.8 Frequency dependent source EMI constraint 
Required attenuation at switching frequency 
.. ~--:_.::;EM~I_r~e;:;..q;l"u=.;i~r:.:e:;;:m:.:e;:.;;n:..:t~ __ _ 
Fundamental switching current 
s 
where EMI requirement -; 
. 1 + (2~00)2 
~~(freq.) .. 
2KHz " 
Derivation of fundamen!al switching current component of i L5 
By examining Fig. 2.2 




























By Fourier series .xpansion: 
00 00 
i L" "" CO+ L .t\. co'~ 
J k-l i<\. 
(D.41) 
Only the first harmonics 8-re needed in EMI calculation, the higher 
ot'der te-rms can be negl'~c ted. 
T T 
. 2 f on 
dt + i f iLS(t) Al = ~ iLS(t) cos tIIot sin tIIot dt 
0 T on 
(D.42) 
T T 
B 2 f on sin tIIot dt + ~ f iLS(t) 1 == ~ iLS(t) sin wot dt 
0 T on 
(D.43) 
Substitute (A.39) and (A.40) into the above equation and i-ntegrate, 
one can get 
B = 0 1 
D.9 Output Rieple Voltage Constraints 
The peak-to-peak output-voltage ripple is caused by two components: 
the capacitive component due to the ampere-second processed by C and 
the resistive component due to the ESR R6 of C. It can be shown that the 







Substituting Ii • ef! Ei and (A.3) into (A.45) 
V • - . + R + -:-----[
PO E1(EO-E t )] PO(EO-Ei ) 












APPEND!X E: Boost Conv~rte~ Computer List 
In this appendix an complete computer lia-t for the Boost Converter 
is given .for the user's reference. Before the user implements his own 
problem :1n the computer 
Fo'l:' the Boost 
x(l) 
'" ~ 




x(4 ) = VA: 2 
x(5) =v'N: 2 
x(6) = v'Ac2 






x(12) =< Z2 
x(13) "'I R1 
x(14) _. R2 
x(lS» 
"" R3 
x(16) "" RS 
x(l7) = VA; 
x(18) 
"" iN S 
x(19) 
"'" lAcS 
x(20) == L.'J 
x(21) = C6 
x(22) :; 7.5 
'" 
Converter 
code, he muot decide the de~dgn unknown variables. 
the variable arta.), is shown in the following: 
* In the process of optimization some 
variables take on negative values. 
In order to avoid the square root of 
negative numbers, certain variables are 





After the variable array is chosen, the user can atart to aiaplHy the 
constraint,. and choose the constant terma of the conatrainta, and then take 
the first derivatives of all the conatraints .and objective function with reapect 
to the variables. Then he can put all this information in computer code 
rC!ady to use in the program., The constant terms, constraint equations and 
thair first derivatives are shown as .follows: 
E.l Constant Terms 
-117-
I 

















First deriv.atives of the constraints and the object1vefunction 
c...::.-=~""'"'"_~ j 







r"f""'4--~' --' .... ,-
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(2) Der:ivatives of the cOllstraints. 
In the following, GC(j ,1) means the derivative. of the conatra1.nt C (1) 








l, . . .; 4' ' . 
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With the above infol:mation available, the user is ready to combine it with 
all the other subroutines and ready to run his own program. The det.ailed 
computer program is provided in the following. The main program is put 
in the front and the user's supplied subroutine ALkGB is put at the end. 
E.4 Computer List 
























1 VC,TNC,TFG,T~E,PE1,PE2,e Sl,aS2,eS5,V~,RCKCKJDI, 
2 OC,JK3,:K4,DK6,KS,~~,S,FR,RT . 
NAMELrST/~~~/OC,EI,~~,~C,FW,RG,VST,VeEtTS~,TSF, 




































uo 103 I=1 N 
CSCAL(I+173=1.O 
VSCAL( 1)=1.0E-3 
v~CALe 2)~1.O: = 
VSCAL( ~)=1.OE~4 
VSCAL( 4)=1.0E-3 
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V~gAL(lZ~.1·8E-Z V", AL(13 at. E-Z 
VSCAL(14)·1.0E-2 






---1 VSCAL(21)=1.OE-5 VSCAl(22)~1.OE-2 REAO(S,XIN) 
wRITE(6,XIN) 





















E P S (.20) = 0 • 0000 Cal 
EPf,( 2l );:0.00001 
E l~ ~ C 2. 2. ) :: 0 • 0 0 0 1 
FCRN~T(eFIO.2) 
WRIT~(6F&016) EPS(l) 
FGRMAT( 12.8 II) 
















































































































































00 leI Is-l,N 
X(I)=X(I)/VSCALCI) 





C'LL ~LAGA(~,~,KtX,EPS,AK~!~,DFN,K~IFN,IPRl,IPRZt:J,MOCE) 5U .. 00805 .MAINOI10 
CC 10zr =l,N 
XCI)=XCI)*VSCGL(I) 
W R-r T E ( 6 t X IN) 
XLZ=X(7)/P=:2 
Xl=X(l) 












































;025 ~CRMAT('OA1=',G13.5,' ~1=',G13.5,' 'Cl=',S13.5,' !2=',G13.S). 
~RITE(6,902~)TX5,iXS,X(7),XlZ 
5026 FCR~AT('a~Z=',G13.5,' :C2=',Gl~.5,' Ll=',G13.5,' l2=',G13.5J 
~R!TE(6t9027)X(;),X(10)fX(1l)tXC12) 
90Z7 ~J~~JT('OC~='.G13.5,' (4=',G13;!,' Zl=',Sl~.5,' Z2=',Gl!.5) 
w~I1E(6,502~)XC13),XC14),l(15),XC:t) 
:;0:5 ~JRMIT('Oil=',G13.5,' ~Z=',G13.5,' R3=',G13.5,' ~5=·,Gl~.S) 
~RITE(6,9001)TX7,TX~,TX5,l(2G) . 
5001 FOR~Ai('CA5=',~1~.5,' N5=',~13.5,' ;S5=·,~13.S,' L5=",G13.5) 
w i\ I T~ (·6 t SO 0 2) X ( 21) , X C 22) 
9002 FO~M~T( OC6=',S13.5,' :5=',~13.5) 
WR!TE(6,9003)FP.,xC~) 




















wRIT=(~JPA~~=n ~R!reCe,3D)(XCI),:=l,N) I 
3~ ;::R~AT('l',lOX, '5:LUT!C~ V2CTCR',I,C'O',lOX,4E16.7» 5T:? . 
ENe 

































































































.N 0 = M A X 0 ( 2 5 , /Ii ) 








~! ;.; ~ I, !: C t.; + 1 ) I 2 
.~ i .. = tJ.. 
KL=K 













J: 2 1:= 1, M. CC=CCI) . 
:=C:.GT.K)CC=AV!NICCC,C=C) 
:=(!ES(C:).~T.CCICS.:»CC!CS·!)~~~~(::) 




1002 ~:~~~TC'lE~TRY TO ~LIGA'///'OCCNSTQ'INT 
PRINT lC01,(C(ICS+I),I=1.M) . 
4 C~t<.T:~JUE 
:~C~~~=.LT.C)G~T05 





_ C: i. r::-..1,;;: 
hmm :L'~..".,,~_ ,~"".".!.a_'L ... ,.;i>d."rr '171 " ~ ~ -*~~ ... ~.~~_ ... -"~, .. 
"-"''-'.'''''-' ...... ,.""',,~.~- .-&* 


















































































~ : t;. ~ ::,.~ : t .. S '+ 1 
- - .. ._.. ,,1.1 
__ _-.L, '11 ... 








p RIr~~ 10 C 5 
1005 FC~~~TC'CTr=TA(!)') 
~~:~T 10alft(T(I),!=1,~) 


















1:J7 F~~MAT('OEXIT FR~~ ;~~T~'/'ClAG~'NG~ ~UlT!FL!~R ~ST:~A~!!') 
~~!NT lOOl,(TCI),!=l,M) 
p ~ ;: ~iT 1 oJ 0 8 
,~"~ FS:M4T('OLAQG~ST SCALEC C~NST~!I~T V!nLIT!~N'1 
l' l~:S :TERAT:J~, BEST !:=KlTlCN') 
P~:N: lOOl,AK~"l 
p~ P. T 10C~ 
1005 ~tq~AT('OCCNST~AI~T RESICUALS#) 
~;:~T l~Ol,(C(!),!:l,~) 
;.': ~:,. T ! 0 1 0 
lQl~ F~~~~T('OSCAlED C~NSTRA!~T ~IJL~T!CNS') 
PR!~T lQ01,(WW(!),!:1,~) 
It CONTINUE 
IF(!~XIT.EC.O .u~. iEXIT.~Q.3) GC TO 2~ 
IF(AKK.LE.AKMtN)GOT020 
IF(AKK.GE.AK)GOTOll 
::: 1'; ::l,N~ 
1;' :;2:::(!)=~-(I) 
Lie 17 r: 1, '" 0 

































































































1. f: ( ! ~ S ( tI K K. - A :.) • l T • 1 • Q ~ - 1 C) ~ ::: T:::! .!.""': 
G:t TO 105 
DC! 102 I ::: 1,M 








GO TJ 18 
C:Jr-.Tlt-.lUE 
:;: 14 I::l,~ 
IF(~~(I).L~.A~.C~.C(IC2+!).~E.4EC*~~(:»)5~T::~ 
r~=i~n*T(T~+T) ~ T(IS~:)=l~i*T(IS+:) 
!FCIP~l.N~.G)?RINT 1011,I,T(IS+1) 
FO~MlT('OSIGMA(',I3,') INCQ~ASEC T[ ·,E1S.l) 









FG~~4T('ORECUESTED ACC~RACY NOT ~~lAI~EG') 
COfl.TINU= 
IF(:EXIT.EC.O)PRINT 2DCC 
FORMATC'O~ATRIX SET IN G2P ~y LS~R IS ~:r ~CSI-IV= C~FI~ITE') 
IF(:PRl.~C.O)~=TU~~ 
?:'INT 1012 
FORMATC'O~EST SCLUTION ceT4IN~S'/'DFt(G(r)~I:::l,~)') 
PRiNT 1001,F,(G(:),!:1,~) 
~ETUi1N . 
COr..T F~ u:: 
!FC~Kf-.LT.~K)G;TC~0 






OG 41 !~1,~ 
T(IL+:)=TC:) 
CCIC~ .. I)=io/w(i) 



































































~~"""",,~ ..• '":.,'.i-:...:......-~~;#B .......... *'* .... ~,.,.."..;.o_--' .. ~.-.-~y_ • r: " ' .. __.. " • j 





~l C.:.: .. T I~UE 
IFCKK.~:.O>GJ!~ZO 



















t~ C~~M~~/AL4Gl Te',I7,'ELEMENTS') 11.611660 IlGll~10 
ILGA1680 
; 










: :,=: 101-10,1( 
CC 53 1=1,1<1( 
LI=LTCILT+1) 
:: 51 JJ=l,". 
31 X(JJ)=SCC(LI-l)*~e+J;) 
:~LL ~~LC:C~,~,X,X,\) 
~O 53 J=l,l 
I.J=LT(I~T+J) !=c. 






D'O 55 1=1,KI< 










FGR~:Te!.,~ ACTIVE CJ~ST~AINTS, NU~SEq~D') 
~R!NT lOOO,{LTeILT+!),!=I,KK) 
?~:\T 1021 
=:~Y:T('CLlG~!~~~ ~U~T!CL!~~ C:;~~:T~~~S F~~ 
=~!\7 l~Ol,(T(:),:=I,~') 
5; CC!'oT!NlJt: 
CC 6C I~l,1' 
60 V(!)=T(!L+I) 
!JG 52 .1=1,1(;( 
Ll=LTCILT+!) 
V(LI)=V(LI)+T(I) 






:.~ 61 J=l,fII 
/' ~,.'" " .. -



















































~&,.... ............ .-&C_ .. _~ rt 17".(' n ... ;.:\,~:.~._, ~.h'~ "~.-O.---,,-.-.'--_d"'---"."='-"_'...L~~ . .iIL<iI;.........,..l'W __ ,,,,~.~:='rilr" i ~ # t ,WCSiLm • ·t. _ t, WiL-
n t : l i 
1 
;, 






















~ i :; ? ( J :; :: -: :: ( ( l I - : ) ~~ ) = J .. J ) 
C~L~ L~~: ~(GZc,~,:c,~S,~;,~,~.::) 
eZ :~~{T:i\:L:' 
i..K=;'';'j\ 
7 J C J~, T :: \ L :. 
;:::; 71 1=1," 
71 T(I)=V(I)/T(!S+:) 












rFe~K.E~.l)CGlL ~L~GS e~,~,X) II,,::: 
~nr=·J3 
OG 10 l=l,N 1: GPH!eI)=GCI) 




IF( AaS(Y).LT.1~OE-30) Ea T: 12 
PH!=cI-:!+v*cc 






SU2QCUTI' ~ CNWTA(~~NCTJ~,X';';jH,~.C~N,E~S,v09E,M~X~NtrFR!NT, 
lIEX:T) . 
c~Al i(l),S(l),~(l),~Cl),EP~(l) 
C:'L~ =:..' '::-T(':,X,~,:;) 
:fcrp~lhT.NE.O)P;!~T ICeD 
IJJO FG~M4TC'1~hT~Y TS ~N~T~'/) 
NN=N*(N+l)/2 








:0 5 I=lJN 




























































0 2 :o~ 
o~ 
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::NTA1200 
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.
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sueR:JUTINE ~ u LOB ( D. , ~j , In ) 









I I:: 1 












DO . 10.? I J = !P , ~J I 
V:P.(IJ)/Afj 




























































































::J 40:. J=l, 11 
V=V-AC!J)*2CJ) 4 vIr J = : J +~: - J 
ioi(!)=V 
402 Z(I)=V 
1: o~ } == ~ C\:) I A ( ! J ) 
~ p= ;~+ 1 
















! v=t .. 
ICAC=N+~ 
I:J=ICAC 
DO S I=1,N 
S GCI)=-SCI)' 




!F(O •• GE.5L(I).AND.O •• L .9UCI»GCTOIO 
IFCG •• LT.~l(:»X(l)=~LC ) 
IFCO •• Gi.6UCI»X(I)=3UC ) 











































































~< •• , .~ •••• '"c::,'_ .. ~_~_~~ •.. _ ...... 0 •• 






20 CONT!; .. t,;~ 
r:L;T~,~ 
eEL.:: • 
































co 28 I=l,N 
LI=LT'D 
28 Q=~+X(L!)*(GCI)-ECLI» 





L :;:l,;T=L T CICUT) 
LI:~=L!CUT 
25 CONTINUE $A$=SC!CAC+!3UT) 
:FCK.=~.O)GCT:31 
;)0 30 ! = 1 K 
3J GC!S+1):GCI6+!)*A(ICUT,I) 
31 CONTH,;UE 
00 37 I=K1,N 
LI=LT(!) 
rFCL:-L::UT)~2,?i,2? 
GO 1'0 1-l 
GO TD 21 
BQIU0260 
































































~ ~ ~1 
1 
I 
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CO 61 I=1,K 
IF' ADSCG(IS+:».lT.l.0E-30) 
LI=lTCIl GO 


























































































" _c. __ .. ~,~ 
~ .... " ... .,..". 
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00 80 r-Il fN GCIV+I)-A( ~IIN) 
IF(IIN.EQ.K GOTC86 
12-IIN+Z SO-1./SG 








00 81 JI:!2,N 
GC!V+J)=G(IV+J)-V*A(J,Il) 
IF(I1.GT.KZ)GOTC83 
OC 82 J=I1.K2 
Jl-J+1 
A(J,!)=AeJl.I1)+2ETA*GClV+Jl) 
c O~T: NI,; E 
ACK, !)=~'ETA 





0'" 'I.. 842 J=I1,K2 
J1=J+l 
A(JfI)=SET~dG(!V.J1).ACJ1'Il)/R 
CCN INUE ' 
A(K,I)=9EH 
00 8 .. 4 J=~,1,N 
A ( J ~ I ) = e ETA *-"( I 'v + J ) + A e J , I 1 ) I R 












DC 852 l=l,!I 
l=A(rr~,I) 
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9 0 C'C N T II'f U E 
K2=K1 tl IfC AcS(SIG-l.).LT.l.O~-30) GO TG 91 






















I 1 = I : .J T .. 1 
CO 96 !=Il,\ 
,6 A(I,IOLT)=~CI,Kl) 


















































































GC 92 I=1<.2.~. 
Z=G(1AS.r)/SA~ 










su aRGUTINE !~D~a(~J!,!~,G,K) 
OIMENS:CN A(lA,l),G(l) 










:0 101 JsII,K 
!=A(J,I) 
Jl=J-l 




























1 vC,TNC,TFu,T~=,PEl,p=2,a ~1,eS2t5SS,V~,RCKCK,O!, 
2 DC,OK3,DK4,OK5,~StK~,St~R,RT 
Xl=X (1) *VSCAL( 1) 
x2=X (2) *VSCAL( 2) 
x3=x (3) *VSCAL( 3) 

































































~~ ............ ~'-'~ ............ ~,. '$CmMt . *' t4.at.ty&-.;; .. -::,.. ......... __ ~<.,.:t.~~~...:. ""'_ 











"' ~,..., ""': 









X5=X (5) *VSC~LC 5) 
1~=1 (6) *VS:-LC 5) 
X7=x (7) *V;~Al( 7) 
X3=X eE) OVS:ALC E) 
X9=X (~) ~VSC:L( 9) 
XIG=x (10) *~~:;l(:O) 
Xll=l (11) *VS[ALCll) 
XIZ=Y (12) oVSCALelZ) 
X~3=x (12) *VSCiL(13) 
X14=X (14) *VSCALCI4) 
X1S=X (15) .VSCAlClS) 
XI6=X (16) *vsca~(16) 
Xll=X (11) .VSC~L(17) 
X18=X (18) *VSCALClil 
X:S=X (19) .VSCAl(19) 
X:~=X (20) *VSC~L(20) 
x~l=X (21) *V~C~L(21) 
XZ::"1 (l2) *VS.'::'L(ZZ)" 
w~:T=(5J€99S)XIJX2,X3tX"X17tX18,X19,X23 
















C Ci) =X ~6*X3*X Z-~l"l*X 143 +.5::',:11 
C(8)=X~6*X6*XS-X12*X~3+.5*X4 C(S)=X17*X17*Xl~*Xla-(X20/SS5)*(X~4/X8+XM9/X20) 
CC1~)=X~6*Xl;*XlE-X2Z*X~3 •• 5*X17 





C(l1)=X9 - 1.=-6 
~RITE(6,e5~4) C:C!), :=1,17) 
!=!:P~:'T (El5.0 




















OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 




























2+X~7*VO/Xa**Z.X~15*CXM'*XM13/X8 •• Z)+(2./X8**3>.X"4 •• 2*X16 
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GCC4 •. 8):.5 
GCC17,9)=XlS*XlB*Z*XI7 







~CC8,11) :: CXM4/X8/Xa)*~CKCK/X21/EO 
GC(20,11) = (X~9/X2Q/X20)*RCKC~/X21/EO . 









DC 104 I =1,22 
GCCI,I-+17)=1.O 
DC 101 I=1,N . 
G(1)=G(I)*VSCALCI)/FSCAL Cor.. ilr~u:: 
DO 102 I;o:r;1 I M CCI):C(I)/CSCAlCI) 
00 102 J=l,N . 
GCCJ,I):GC(J,Y>*YSCAL(J)/CSCALCI} 
C:JNTINlJ: 




























~~,~_,~",,,-_,, iIl!'OC err( ~.-"~_~'".".".>_. _;L ~ ---,,--"--~-........,/~~ .. -.~~,. .......... _ ..... iri.~ 'tt.e *.-"'51 t1. 7 tt*": gnt ,SF 
APPENDIX F: DERIVATIONS OF CONSTRAINTS FOR BUCK-BOOST CONVERTER 
Derivations of constraints which similar to the Boost Converter are omitted 
het'e. They can be derived using the same approlich as illustrated in Appendix A. 
P.l Basic Relationships for Buck-Boost Converter 
With reference to Fig. 1.3, one can derive the following basic relations 
Input-o~ut relationsh'ip 
Transistor Q on: 
6~(+') ., flux increase in the energy storage inductor T 
Transistor Q off: 
6~(-) - flux decrease in the energy storage inductor T 
When in stead state: ~~(+). 6~(-) 
E n1.' o on 










P~~o Peak~ipple Curr~nt 2d: 
Transistor: Q on: 
current increment in the primary winding of T 
~i(t) .. 2d .. (F.2) 
Note: Derivations of tt'ausistor and diode loss constraints which are 
similar: to the Boost converter are omitted here. 
:E.2 Output Hltet' ESR ~2!'.2. 
Refet'ring to the waveform of F:Lg. 6.2. 
i ;::; 
c5(t) 





) + Ii - 10 + n' TOli; ~ t 
n (,ron-T) 
:=.: 1:. JTon :  (-I ) 2 
TOo 
dt + i jT 
T . 
on ~ 2d n(T -T) (t-Ton) + Ii -on 
-146-
(F.3) 











p E + nE i EiEo Ii ·e~~ 0 E " d • ~~;-..;;-:----:--"-
exu.. 2L (E + nEi)F i 0 P 0 
into the sbove equation and we can get 
ESR loss • 
.~3 Frequenc! dependent Sourco.. EM! Constraint 
2d Referring to the iQ - ---T t + (Ii - d), 0 < t < T 
on on 




+ L ~ cos kWot + L Bk stn ko)ot 
k-l k=l 
2 
where ~ - T 
2 
B --k T 
iToon iQ(t) sin kWot dt 













sin w T . + , 4d =--(Il T o on W02Ton T 0 
4d 
O! 2 T T 0 on 
Bl ;= fundamental cosine component 
2 ron 
= - o iQ(t) sin w t dt T 0 
2 (T'on \;2d t + (I - d~ sin w t ::.:; - , i. T JO Ton 0 
= -2d 4d W-T ,~os w Ton + -"'"2":":::"'-
o 0 W 'r T 
o on 
2 (Ii-d) +....!!i 
+ ---.... ,,-- w T (ll .L 
o 0 
Now add the square of Al and B1, 
+ ~d [ W T ]2 sin 0 on'lIII T. -, \ , 0 on 2.. cos --2- - Wo~ on j 
A 2 + 2 let 1 Bl 
A 21.. w. T • 

















.'or Buck-Boost converter 
• ~ (Eo + nEt) 





- 1L' (E + nEi)F p 0 
TheEMI const1:aint becomes; 












APPENDIX G: Buck-Boost Converter Computer List 
In this appendix, a complete computer list for the Buck-Boost convetter 
is given. For the Buck-Boost converter the design unknown variable array 
is chosen 8S following: 
x(l) -lA" 1 
x(2) -~ 
x(3) -IA: c1 










fj x(9) .. C3 
x(l,O) .. 
°4 
j ~ II x(ll) 1: z 1 I j x(1,2) .. Z2 
x(13) .. R1 j ,j 
x(14) - R2 
x(15) .. R3 , 
, 
1 
x(16) .. R p "i 
x(l7) .. Ii: J j 
P 
x(18) '" ff p ., 
, ~ 
x(19) '" IC.~ 
cp 
x(20) - L p 
x(21) • Cs 








; .. 1 
~ 
~ ~ ,~ :0. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
After the variable array is chosen, the user can start to simplify 
the constr.aints and chooses the constant terms of the constraints, and then 
tak.e the first derivatives of all the cnstraints with respect to their own 
variables, then he can put all this infonnation in computer code ready to 
use in the program. The c,onstant tenns, constraint equati,ons and their first 








, .....,f;I .......... 
, 
OR\GINAL PAGE .'S 
Of POOR QUAliTY 
Where G(i) is the derivative of the objective function with respect to 
variable X(i) 
(2) Derivatives of the constraints 
In the following GC(j,i) means the derivatives of constraint C(i) with respect 
to variable x (j ) • 
GC(8,11=-PO/Xa/X8.(2./X8**3)*X~4*X~4*(X13+X14)+(XM4/X9 ~*i)*(V 























ORIGINAL PAGE fS 
OF POOR QUALIlY 












GC(2,7)=XMS*X3 (,'(3, 7)=XMS~P'2 
GC( 11, 7)=-X~3 
GC(1,7)=.5 
GC(5,8)=XM5~(X6 










GCeS.1l) = PO*RCKCK* X~8/CXN*xe**2*X21)/~O 
GC(Zl,11) = CXMd*PC/X6+XM1/XZO)/XN*~CKCK/X21**~/EO.PO/C2.*XM6~FP 





























Wl.th the lIbove infortnl)tion available, the user are ready to {~ombine it with' 
the subroutines and ready to run his own program. The detailed computer pr()-
gram are provided in the following with Some notes on it for the users to 
reference. The main program is out in the front and the. user's supplied sub-
routine ALAGB is put at the end. 
G ,4 Computer List 












--- -- - ---:;--- - -- -- - -- - --
REAL Ll,L2 t L5,ilC,DK3,DK4,DK5,KS,KH,S DIMENSION X(L.2) 
OH1EN510N EPS (22) -COM~ON/CONS/XMl,XM2,XMl,XM4,XM5,XM6,XM1,XM8,XM9,XMI0 XMll -lXM12,X~13,XM14,XM15,XMl:,XM11,XM18,XM19,XM20,XM21,XM~2,XM~3,XM24, 
lXM25t~M26,XM21LX~28.!M29lXM30'P01EI,EO,fC,fW,RO,VST,VBE,T&~,TSf, 
1 VD, ND,TFD,TR~,PEl,PE2,~Sl,BS2,~SP,YR,RCKCK,DI, 
2 DCLDK3,DK~,DK5,KS,KH,SLfR,RT6XN 
NAM~LIST/CO~/PO,EI,EO,fL,FW,R ,VST,VBE,TSR~TSF, 
1 VD,TND,TFD,TRE,PE1,PE2,B SltBS2 ,BSP,VR,RCK,CK,DI, 


























CSCAL (11 )=1. OE-2 




CSCAL (16 )=1. OE-! 
CSCAL(11)=1.0E-5 
DO 103 1=1 N 
103 CSCAL(I+l1S=I.0 
VSCAL( 1)=1.0E-! 
V5CAL( 2)=1.0E 0 
VSCAL( »=1.0E-4 
V5CAL( 4;=1.0E-3 
















































vsc AL C1 0 ):1. OE-b 












READCS xun ~JlHTE C I, ,xvn 
DO 111 I=l,t~ 
EPSCI1=O.OOOl 






































0 2 :a~ 
.0" c:> ~~ 
~m 























































C(1)=XMS*X3*X2-Xl1*XM3+.5*Xl C(8)=XMS*X6*X5-Xl~*XMl+ 5*X4 C(9)=Xl1*X17*X18*X18-(X~0/BSP)*(XM8*PO/X8+XM9/X20) 
C(10)=XMS*X19*X1A-X22*XM3+.5*X17 





















~,~~--.,_.'_"~ __ Ai $1' 6"';1 ""c ¥t -.~£.~"_.~ ... -,", ...... >_,"~ ......... ~....:..~...t.!_:.~~"~"-",,-~ ..... ~...., __ O:. ___ ~.~.~,~ .... _ .... _.:..",~_ • ..Awi-~:-.. 0_"'.-{.-,_, PC . '$ Y;iL' +'1 I = d!:t dt 'tb xre M!"* r , 7 :F 
~ 1~ t 1 
1000D FDRMAT(4X,5(E14.7,5Xl) 
DO 101 l=l,N 
101 
' X ( 1 ) =X ( I) IV SC i\ L ( ! ) 
CONTINUE 
WIUIE (6, X itO SUMOO80S CALL ALAGA(N,M,K,X,EPS,AKMIN,DFN,MAXFN,IPR1,IPP2,IW,MODE) MAIN0170 j DO 102 I =1 N 
102 X(I)=X(I)*V§CALCI) I wRITEC6 EXHn XL2=X (7 ) IP 2 
Xl =X(1) 
X2 =X(2) ! 
X3 =X(3) 
X4 =X(4) l X5 =X(5) X6 =X(6) 
X7 =X(1) , 
X8 =X(8) I X9 =X(9) X10 =X(10) 
XII =X(11) 1 Xt2 =X(12) 




I X18 =X(18) 
~ 119 =X(19) c.n 
00 120 =X(20) 
I X21 =X(21) 
X22 =X(22) 







TX8=1 (1 B) *X"( 18) 
TX9=X(19)*X(19)/2 ~RITE(6S902~!TXI,TX2:TX3!!X4 , _,. ._' SUM00925 9025 fORMAT( OA1- ,G15.5, Nl- ,GI5.5, AC1- ,GI5.5, A2- ,GI5.5) SUMOO9l0 
WRITE(6,9026)TX5,TX6,X(1~,XL2 SUMOO940 9026 FORMAT( ON2=',GI5.5,' AC =',G15.5i ' LI=',G15.5,' L2=',G15.5) WRITE(6,9027)X(9),X(10) XSI1) X(l ) SUMOO945 
9027 FORMAT( OC3=',G15.5,' cl= ,Gl~.5,' Zl=',GI5.5,' Z2=',G15.5) SUMOO950 
WRITE(6S902~)X(13),1(14),X(15),X(16) . . SUMOO955 
902R FORMAT( ORl=',GI5.5,' R2=',G15.5,' R3=',G15.5,' PF=',G15.51 SUMOO960 
WRITE(6,9001!TX1,TX8,TX9,X(20) SUMOO965 9001 FORMAT( OAP= ,G15.5,' NP=',G15.S,' ACP=',G15.5,' LP=',GI5.5) SUMOO970 
WRITE(6,9002)X(21),X(22) SUMOO975 
9002 FORMAT('OCS=' GIS.5,' ZP=',GlS.S) SUMOO980 
WRITE(6 S9003)FR,X(8) 9003 FORMAT( OFR=',G15.5,' EFF=',G15.5) 
























WRItE(6 30)(X(I) r=l,N) 





































































































DO 1 1= 1, M 
1 C(ICS ... !):1. 






DO 2 1=1,'" 
CC=C (1) 














DO 9 1:1, tm 






























































































IF(MOD(MINS,IPR11.NE 5 01GOTOI6 
PRINt 1001 1007 FORMAT('OEIII FRO~ ONWTA"'OLAGRA~GE MULTIPLIEP EstIMATES') 
PPINT 1001,(T(I).I=l,M1 
PRINT 1008 1008 FORMAT('OLARGEST SCALED CONSTRAINT VIOLATION" 
I' THIS ITERATION. BEST ITERATION') 
PRINT 1001,AKK,AK 
PRINT 1009 
1009 FORMAT('OCO~STRAINT RESIDUALS') 
PRINI 1001,(G(!).I=I.M) 
PRINT 1010 
1010 FORMAT('OSCAL~D C0NSTRAINI VI0L~TI0NS') 
PRINT lOOI,(WW(I),I=I,M) 
16 CONTINUE IF(IEXIT.EO~O .oP. IEXIT.£~.3) GO TO 20 
IF(AKK.LE.AKMIN)GOTO~O 
IF(AKK.GE.AK1GOTOtl 
DO 15 I=l,UN 
•. :!:;~~~..,.".....,..,.--
AL-'j~0160 







































IF (1. GT. K. AND .;~ .. OP+1) .LI. -T (I» ZZ( IP+I)=-T (1 1 
17 CONTINUE 
IF(MINS.EO.l)GOTD40 GOTOl8 . 
11 CQNTINUE IF(ARS(AKK-AK).LT.l.0E-10) GO TO 101 
GO TO 105 





103 . V (J) ::GC C (I - U*WU'tJ) CALL MULDA(G2P,N,V,DS.V,N,N,DS) 
102 CONTINUE 
GO TO 18 
105 CONTINUE 





















..-."' .. .....:."""---..L~._J ~. __ . J 





D S = 9 r: I) *' r ![ IS + I ) 
TCIStl1=lEl*TCIStI) 
IFCIPRI WE.O)PRINT 1011,1,1(15+1) 
1011 FOR~ATC'OSIGMA(',I3,') INCREASED TO ',EIS.?) 
00 12 J=l,N 
12 VCJ)=GC([I-l)*NU+J) (;'Ll, ;'H1LI) A C G2P, N • 1f, OS. V , t-;, N , DS) 
14 CONTlrHTE 
18 CONTIrWE 
DO 13 I=l,N 
IF(A8S(X(I)-G(IX+Y».GT.EPS(I»GOT021 
] 3 CONTP~UE 
PRll;T lOiLl 
1013 fORMATC~DREQUESTED ACCURACY NOT OBTAINED') 
20 COf~Tl;1UE 
IFCIEXIT.EQ.O)PRI~T 2000 
2000 FORMATC'OMATRIX SET IN G2P BY US~R IS NOT POSITIVE DEFI~ITE') 
IFflPR1.IE:O.t)REtIIRN 
PRINT 1012 











DO 41 1=1, r~ 
T(IL+I)=l'(l) 
C(ICB",-I)=wW(I) 
IF(I.GT.K.AND. A~SCT(lL+I) ).LT.l.0E-30.ANO.C(I).GE.OEO) GO TO 
KK=KK+l 




ZZ CKK) =-IC (1) 
41 CONTINUf. . 
IFCKK.EQ.0)GOT020 
DO 42 1=1. i~ 








DO 53 I=l,KK 
LI=LTCILT+IJ 
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DO- 53 ,J=I,I 
L.l=LT (1 LI+J) 
Z=O. 






DO 56 J=l,KK 
DO .55 J=I,I 
JJ=JJ~l 
55 w(II+J>=w(JJ) 







PRINT 1020 KK FORMATCI4,' ACTIVS CONSTRAINTS, NUMBERED') 
PRIRT lOOO,(LT(ILT+Il.I=l,KKl 
PRINT 1021 
FORMATC'OLAGRANGE MULTIPLIER CORRECTIONS FOP 
PRINT lOOl,(T(I),l=l,KK) 
CGNTIUUE 
DO 60 I=l"M 
V(I)=T(IL+Il 
DO 62 I=I,!<K 
LI=LT(ILT+Il 
VCLI)=V(LI)+TCI) 






'00 61 J=l, N" 





DO 71 1=1,14 
11 I(I)=V(I)/T(IS+I) 























































































IF(MK.EQ.l)CALL ALAGB (N,M,X) 
>4K=l 
PHI=O. 
DO 10 l=l.N 
10 GPHI(I)=G(l) 




IF( ABS(Y).LT.l.0f.-30) GO TO 12 
PHl=PQI+Y*CC 









CALL fUNCTCN,X F.Gl IF(IPRINT.NE.O~PRINT 1000 










DO 5 I=l,N 









































- 8NTA0070 NTA009~ 
8:~tgYJg 
QNTAor"~ 






8NTA C-180 NTA0190 QNTA0200 
ONTA0210 QNTA0220 
8NTA0230 NTA0240 QNTA0250 QNTA0260 
ONTA0270 QNTA0280 QNTA0290 
8NTA0300 NTA0310 QNTA0320 






















DO 22 I=1.N 
22 W(IG+Il=G(I) CALL MULDE(H,N,G.ri,IR) 
GS=O. 









10T=0. 30 CONTINUE 
C LEXIT=3 
C IF(lfN.EO.~AXfN)GOT092 
IEXIT=4 IF(lfN.GT.MAXFij) GO TO 92 
lCON=O 
lEXIT=1 







DO 32 1=1,.N 
32 GYS=Gt£+G(I)*W(IS+I) 
If(FY~GE.F)GOT04n 























~NTA0450 NTA0460 NTAO-'10 ONTA0480 
~NTA0490 NTA0500 N1A0510 ~NTA0520 ~TAOS30 NTAOSIIO NTAOS'50 ~NTA0560 NTA0510 NTl0580 NTA0590 N'tA0600 ON1A0610 
ONTA0620 
INTl0630 NTA0640 NTA0650 NTA0660 










~NTA0830 NTAOl40 N':"'AOI50 NTA0860 ONT~0810 QNTA0geO 
7"1 
l 










IF(ABS(Z).GT.l.OE3S1 GO TO 36 
GO TO 37 
Z=1.0 





















































~ N-rA0910 NTA0920 NTA0930 "T10940 








~-NTAI 070 NTlI080 NTAI090 NTlII00 ~NTlI110 NTl1120 NTA1130 NTl1140 
8NTl1150 . NTl1160 
8NTll170 NTll180 ~NTA1190 1<ITA1200 NTA1210 NTA1220 ONTA1230 
8NTl1240 .NTA12S0 ONTA1260 
~NTA1270 NTl1280 NTl1290 NTA11tlO ONTA1310 QN'rA1320 
8NTll130 NTll140 






















01 M~NSI0N A(1),Z(I).WCI) UPDATE FACTORS GIVEN IN A BY SIC*Z*ZTRANSPOSE 
IFCN.GT.1)GOTOl 
A(l)=A(I)+SIG *Z(1).*2 











DO 7 I=I.N ; 




DO 11 I=I,N 
11 W(1}=Z(I) 
DO 15 !=1.N 



















22 TI=EPS/SIG IF( ABSCEPS).LT.l.0E-30) IR=IR-l 
2 3 corn I N fJ E 
MM=l 
TIM=TI 
DO 30 I=l,N 
J=NP-I 




































































~,",;;"'~ ___ """"'t.....~,r:-...", 6 1 '* ~iS:tt.lr:t>,"~~~;-,,-~,~<:, .... _:_ .. , __ 











30 11=11 1,j MUOA0570 
GOT041 MUDA0580 
40 CONTINUE MUDA0590 
MM=O MUDA0600 
TIM=l./SIG MUDA0610 
41 CONTINUE MUJ')A0620 
IJ=l MUDA0630 
DO 66 l=l,N MUDA0640 
IP=I+l MUDA0650 
V=Z(I ) MUDA0660 MUDA0670 IFCACIJ).GT.O.)GOT053 
IFCIR.GT.O .OR.SIG.LT.O •• OR. ABSCY).LT.1.0E-30) GO TO 52 MUDA0690 IR=1-IR 
A OJ) =V**2/TIM 
IFCI.EO.N)RETURN 






























































































































DO t03 IJ=lP.NI 
V=A(IJ)/AA 
DO 102 IK=IJ.NI 
ACJKJ=A(JKJ-A(IK).V 
















































































































DO 9 I=l,N 9 G(I):.:-R (1) 
DO 10 I=1,N 
X(I)=O. 
LT(!)=1 G(ICAC+l):A(I,I) 
IF(O •• GE.BL(I).AND.O •• LE.BU{I»)GOTOIO 
IF(O •• LT.BL(I»X(Il=BL(I) 
IF(O •• GT.BU(I»X[I)=BU(Il 












DO 21 I=Kl,N 
Ll=LT(I) 
IF( ABS(X(L1)-BLCI».LT.1.0E-30.ANO.G(1).GE.O.EO) GO TO 21 
























8~MAOOI0 8 MAQ020 
B MA0030 












8 MA0170 8 MAOIIO 
8 MAOt.90 
8 MA0200 
8gMA02tO B MA0220 8 MA02l0 
8~M.A0240 B MA02S0 
8 MA0260 
B M.~210 
B~MA0280 8 MA0290 
8 M~OlOO 





B8MAOl90 8 MA0400 


















~~,~~~""""'~ 11 ]$ '!g lli:::: be.. h..J- T~':'"""~,,~,:,,._~.=.,_~ 
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0=0 DO ~8 I;l,N 






























DO 30 I = 1, K G(lS+ll=G(IO+I)*A(IOUT,l) 
CONTINUE 8~MA0770 DO 37 I=K1, N 8 MA0780 
LI=LT (I) 8 Ml0190 IF(LI-LIOUT)32~37,33 BQMA0800 
Z=A(LI,LIOUTl B8MA0810 GOT034 B MA0820 
Z=A (LIOUT, LO . 8QMA0830 
CONTINUE 8QMA0840 
If(K.EQ.OlGOT036 82MA0850 




G(IS+IOUT)=SAS A MA0900 
IF(K.EO.0)GOT042 8~MA0910 G(IS+K)=-A(IOUTLf) 8 MA0920 If(K.EQ.1)GOT04~ 8 MA0930 
I=K 8 MAO~40 




















___ " _,,,,_:::::~T'I), .. AOMA0910.. J 












IFe ABSCSIG-Y.).LT.1 9 0 E-30) 

















































GO TO 51 























B~MA1220 B MAl230 
B MA1240 
B MA1250 
B8MA1260 B MA1270 
BQMA1280 
BgMA1290 B MA1300 
B~·.MA1310 B MA1320 
B MA1330 
B~MA1340 8 MA1350 
8 MA1360 
B MJ.1370 
B8MAi180 B MA1390 
B~MA1400 B MA14l0 
B MAl420 
B MAl430 
88MA1440 B MA1450 
B~MAl460 B MA1470 
B MAl480 
BMA1490 









~~"_.....u...... «73 'M~n' Z"t:... ·• .......... ,.tE * ~ .. _'-~.~.....:......,, __ "'"k_"_ 
--.- vn -, ttl"t@' ta:1 - is' t@n ( J .,.;.---·"""----.w~ __ ~/e~L,,;."":._.A""""___ .... t.htoli:S jeff 
r c 
or.t 81 J=I2.M 81 G(IV.J)=GCIV.Jl-V*A(J.Il) 
IF(Il.GT.K2)GOT083 
DO 82 J=11.K2 
Jl=J.l 
82 A(JfI}=A(Jl.Il)~BETA*G(IV.Jl) 83 CON INUE . 
A(KAI)=aETA 




00 842 J=Il,K2 
Jl=J.l 842 ACJ t I)=SETA*G(IV+Jl)+ACJ1.Il)/R 84) CON INUE 
ACK,I)=BETA 00 44 J=Kl N . 
844 A(JAI)=BETA'G(IV~J)+A(J.Il)/R 





I 85 12=12+1 
--' 
......, SG=I./Sl· 
(;,J LTCK)=LIIN I GCIO+IO=SG 
IF(IIN.EO.I)GOT08S1 
1I=IIN-l 
00 852 1=1.11 
Z=A(I1N.I) 
DO 853 J=1IN.K2 853 A(J.I)=ACJ+l.Il 
852 ACKtI)=Z 851 CON 1NUE 












J=O Z=BU CLIOUT) -X(LHHJT) 
R99 CONTINUE 
',;-t'"t i' ...... ~~.,-. dI4~';"-'frt!n·.· ¥teo ....... I.U~._; .. ~""~ __ ~ -'-_ ~ _~~,~ .... '--_&i. .. _ ... _.,...,...-.._~~ ~~ .. 






81"&1600 B MA1610 
8:4A1620 
B MA1630 







8 MA17S0 8 M.1760 
8 MA1710 
8 MA1780. 
8 MA1790 . 
BI"U800 8 MA1810 
8 "A1820 8 MA1830 





\ 8 MA1900 B MA1910 
8 MA1920 srU910 8 MA1940 9 M.1950 
B MA1960 
BrAl970 8 MA1980 B "11990 8 Ml20CiO 


























If( ABS(SIG-l.LT.T.1.0E-30) GO TO 91 








































IF 0<. EQ • 1 ) RETURtl 
Nl=!<"-l 
DO 111 I=l,Nl 
11=1+1 
Iiak.,:;~""" ... -t>-"-w"d_~c ,lS ani ~ tat.; t'1Du;o: *,''t '+ '1 . .;,~ ~--~ . - '--~_K~ ______ "'"""'---''''''.''"_'''''''''~~''''''''''-'· ... ~ ~ ... x 
8~l-'IA2080 B MA2090 
B M!2100 
B MA2110 










B~MA2250 B MA2260 
B MA2270 
BOMA2280 
B~MA2290 B .MA2300 
B MA2310 
B~MA2320 B MA2330 
B ~A2l40 
B MA2350 
B~MA2360 B MA2370 
B MA2380 
B~A2l90 
B~MA2400 B MA2410 
B MA2420 




8gMA2490 8 MA2500 B MA2510 









...." it'* met tt+ h ~  .......... ....w'"_----' .... _-
1 j 








DO 101 J=ll,l< 
~i~5~{I) 




AA=1 1/G(lOt-Ill G(N+ l)=AA 


















COMMON/CONS/XM1,XM2,XMj,XM4 XM5,XM6,XM1,XM8,X~9,XMI0 XM1! 1XM12,XM1),XM14,XM15,XM16,XM{7,XM18,X~19,XM20,XM2:.XM~2,XM~3,XM24, 
lXM25,X~26,XM27,XM28,XM29,XM30,PO,EI,EO,FC,FW,RO,VST,V8E,TSR,TSF, 
1 VO,TND.TFD,TRE,P~l,PE2,aS!,BS2,BSP,VR,RCKCK,DI, 
2 OC,DKJ t DK4 t DK5 t KS,KR,S,fR,RT,XN . Xl=X (1) .VSCAL( I} 
X2=X (2) ·*VSCAL( 2) 
X3=X (3) *VSCAL( 3) 
X4=X (4) *VSCP.-il( 4) 
X5=X (5] .VSCA~( 5) 
X6=X (6) *VSCAL( 6) 
X7=X (7) *VSCAL( 7} 
X8=X (8) *VSCAJ.( B) 
X9=X (9) *VSCAL( 9) 
X10=X (10) *VSCAL(10) 
Xl1=X (11) *VSCAL(111 
X12=X (12) *VSCALC12} 
X13=X (13) *VSCAIJ(13) 
X14=X (14) *VSCAI. (14) 
X15=X (15) *VSCAL(15) 
X16~X (16) *VSCAL(16) 
X17=X (17) *VSCAL(17) 
X 18=;( C1 ~) *VSCA r. (18) 
X19=X (19) *vSCA f.J(19) 




















































X21=X (21) *VSCAL(21) 
122:;X (22) "I-VSCA!.(22) 
X23=X18*X19 WRITE(6,8999)Xl,X2,X3.X4~Xi7,XIBwX19,X23 
FORMAt(·OTEST OF X VALU 4 , 8F13.B) 
Yl=Dr*(Xl*Xl*Xl!~X4*X4*XI2+X17*X17~X22) . Y2~XMl*(X3*X3*X2*X2*X)+X6*X6*XS*XS*X4+X19*119*X18*X18*X17) 
Y3=DK3*X9+DK4*XI0+DKS*X21 
Y4=PO*(1./X8-1.)/KHtPO/KS/Xe 





















WRITE(6,8~94) (C(I), 1=1,17) 
FORMAT (EI5~6) I 






























GC {8, 1 )=-PO/h;§/XS.;. (2 ./X8**-3) *KM4*XM4* (Al)+X14) + (XM4/X8**2) * (V 








GC(20 z11=XMI0*XM9*XM12/X20 •• 2.(XM16*RCKCK/X21+X161*2.*(XM9**21 1(3.*X~O**3»+(XM6*FR/12./XN*XM9*XM14/X20**2) 
GC(21 1)=EO'XM6*XM7'*2*RCKCK/X21**2+XM16*RCKCK/X21**2*(PO*PO*XM8 1**2/X~**2+XM9*XM9/3./X20**2)+XM7**2*(XN*EI/XM6-2./X8) *RCKCK/X21**2 
GC(22,ll=-1./XM8/X18'*2*XMI7 
Gee!] 2)=13*X3 GC(3,~)=X13*2.*X3 
GC(2,21=-XM2*Xl*2.*X2 
GC(1,2)=-XM2*X2*X2 























GCC121. 8 )=-XM3 





































GC C1 7 , 1 0 l = • 5 Ge(8,!1) = PO*RCKCK* XMS/(XN*XS**2*X2l)/EO " GC(21,11} = (XM8*PO/XB+XM9/X20)/XN*RCKCK/X21**2/EO+PO/(2.*XM6*F~ 
1*X21*·21/EO GC(20,11) = XM9*RCKCK·/(XN*X20*'2*X21l/EO 
GCC16.12)=X19*X19 *.5 GC(19,12)=X16*X19 
GC ( 18,121 =-XM2 *X1? *2 .. *X"18 
GC(t7,121=-XM2*XiR*X18 . GCe7,13)=2.*XM26*X7*X10/X15~XM30*XIO GCe8,131=XM27*XM28/X8**3/SQRTeXM28/X8**2+XM29/X20**2) 
GC(10,13)=XM26*X?**2/X15-XM30*X7 
GCCi5,13)=-XM26*X7**2*X10/X1S**2 GC(20,13)=XM27*X~29/X20**3/SQRT(XM28/X8*.2+XM29/X20**2) 
GC(8c. 141 =-1 1 GC (1",15) =- . 
GC (14 , 1 5 ) = -1 • 
GCe10,16)=1. GC(9,1?):1. 
DO 104 I =1,N 
GC(161+171 =1.0 
-DO 1 1 1=1,N 
G(I)=G(I)*VSCAL(I)/FSCAL 
CONTINUE 
DO 102 I=l,M C(ll=C(I)/CSCAL(I) 
DO 112 J=1,N GC(J,Il=GC(J,I)*VSCAL(J)/CSCAL(Il 
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APPENDIX H 
DERIVATIONS OF. STATE-SPACE EgUATIONS 
The objective he~e i8 to derive the atate ~pace model for the 
. interval. TON and TF10f the continuou8 HHF operation of the two-winding 
buck/boost converter. The development will begin with the basic Kirchoff 
current and voltage law equations and apply matrix notation tC?-fonl the 
. 
constituent. neces8ary to formulate '1' 'A2 , Bl , 82 , el , C2. and El and 
E2 used in equations (4.2.3.1) and (4.2.3.2) in the text, Volume I. 
H.l Dut.tnS TON (refer to Figure 2.3.2. (bo» the KVL equation on the 
primary dde is: 
~ • vI Rp 11' 
Np -dt Np 
(.H.1.1) 
During TON ip • 
Np 
• Lp , . 
~1_ VI R 
-
__1 
• dt Np Lp 
(H. 1. 2) 
KVL equations for the secondat;y· side are: 
Vc ..,. iIRC + (11 - i 2)RL 
12 - -1 0 (H.1.3) 
iC • 
CdvC i --1 
dt 1 C 







The output equation, are of the following form: 
Vo • (il - i2)~ 
.. 
" ~ 
Ve + (Re/l~)io (H.1.5) • Re + ~ 
1 • 
Np 
• P Lp 
. The matrix form of the state equations format .! • Al.!. + B 1 .!!. and 
Z • el~ + El.!!. 1s: 
d 
. [:~ -~h 0 [:~ • p + dt 
0 1 
- "'(Re + ~)e 
~ 
lIN 0 [:j l ] p (1\.1. 6) 
1 
~ 0 (Re + ~)e 
~! 
[::J 0 ~ [:cJ • + Re + ~ 
Np 0 IL 
P 
0 Rell~ [::J (H.1. 7) 
.1 
,~ 
1 0 0 i 
-18.0-
~ During TFI (refer to Flaure ~~2.3.2,(c» KVL e~uetioa tor 11' 12 
and i3: 
Vs·· ilRS + (11 - i 2)IO + Vc 
Vo • (i2 - i 1)aO + (i2 - i3)~ 




simplifying equetions (H.2.1) through (H.2.3) re.u1ts'in the following: 
v • S 
Froll Figure 4.2.3.2(c) the f~~llowing equaUo1l8 can be derived: 
V .. -N ~ S S d t 
From Figure 4.2.3.2(e) 1c can be aeeft thaC 




















(H •. 2.ll) 
In matrix form, i ~ A2x + B2~ and Z • C2x + E2~ are expressed in the 
following form: 
d [ :c] - ·8 + ·c"~ 1 ~-- ;~l [v: ] . .. LS . Ito + ~ dt 
RL NS + 1 ~J RO + R{ • LsC Rc + ~ 
fv I ] 0 - Ro/I~ . 1 Ns 
~ 
. 11 Lio (H. Z.U) 0 RO +~. 0 
fvo ] NS ~ [:c] Rc/I~ • r- RC + ~ Lip - S + 
0 0 
L 

























~ERIVATI0NS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR THE 
SHALl. SIGNAL HOJ)!k 
, " 
In Appendix B a detailed formulation for the steady-state (de) 
transfer function. the input-to-output transfer function. and the 'duty 
cycle-to-o.utput tran,fer function is presented. 
1.1 Derivation for steady state (de) input-to-output relation 




2 [_Rs_ + D'RC 1 0 0 DNp ~o D,2l1. ~ o 
- l/~c ~ l 0 ··D'R C NS Np 
--N
S 




















RS + D'RC 
0,2~ « 
[ Vo ]-y ,. Ip 
.. n~ i--; -q 
DN W 2 
S 0 
D'N P 






Wo Lp~C J 
[:~ + 1] 
RC 
« 1 ~ 
DNS 





















t.2 Derivation of tbe input-to-output tran.fer function. 
i(.) ~ (C[SI-A)-lB + E)~(~) 
[SI-A) • 
-1 [SI-A) • 
RS' + DIRC 
~D,2 




s + 1 
E\C 
1 
s2 [ ~3+-Ll + S -I- 11)0 
.L D,2 ~C 
e 
1 -D' S +--
NS ~c 
2 
NswO RS + D'RC 
D' S + -L 0,2 
L e 
«1 




+ Wo 2 NSI.IO 
-~ 
[~ RC 1 c] + (Re + or 
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• S2 + 21;w
o










N: (S + ~c ) 
Z 
NSOWO 







- 0' [[ 1 1 1 NS RC S + Rr. c + C 
w 2 [ RS + O' RC l + !. o -R +, C 

























-DD'N, (~CCS + 1) 
t.,NSC 
2 
NSDwO (RCCS + 1) [ 2 '2 J RC S + z1S + 1.110 z2 
N D' , 
-DNS IJjJ (R C'S + 1) D2 1 (5 + ~,:) 













,.3 Dertv.U01'l of the duty cycle-to-output tr.anafer function, 


















v • I 
[ 
1 0' 
- ----" ~C NS 
2 
-Nswo -R -D'R ~ C 
--or L D,2 
. e 
VI 






(1 •. 3.1) 
D .-D'ILl " ~ , 
·1 oJ 
Np -N, l' 

















(A1 - A2)! + (81 >~ B2).Y, • 
-a, + RS + Rcll'-L '-L 
t; Ls Ic +~. 
• 
"s -'-L 0 
.. -
Re + 't. "L;C 
r l~ 1tc D'N p "p 
"s DNS 
0 0 0 
DRC * D'1). (tH·o') 
DD'"S~ . Vo .. 
··1 
D' Tl1. c 
(C1 - C2)! + (E1 - E2)U • (C1 - C2)! 
- RCNS OVL 
0 e / LS i~s'-L 
• 
Np 
, Lp 0 
1 
























































RS + D'Re 













- R C 
~D' 
., 
- ~02 (L 5+1 +D Ie) D'~ • • D' 
V {N ( ]2 o p Ns 1 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
500 fOR T~I TO 26 
2000 D~TA 25,5[3,270,3000,.5 
2010 DATA 1£).8E-o,4,6,1.8 ,1.2,1.2,3.1"16 
2u20 DATA .J5E~o,.35E-6,.I~E-6,.15E-6,1.728E-B,2,.J5 
2030 DATA .35,"2,.9, 1,3,5,8.9£6,7.8E6,10 
2100 DATA 0,0,0,0,0 
2110 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
2120 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
2130 DA1A 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 
2200 DATA VI,F,VO,PO,T 
2210 DATA G,IAC,Rl~VS,V~E,VD,Pl 
2220 DAT~ TSR,T5f,TDR,TDf,RHO,fC,FU 
~230 OArA BhC,h,H,VK,KrAP,K~EC,DC,DI,KTHE 
:~JOO llATA "VSTOL" 



























































XI=~*Xo •. Oe9.A1~.6*Z9*KO.AI 
K5=4*R?~C5*ZB·l~*Z9·.~+C6*l9.KO 
K6=C HAJ + C7 *li2 



















. '.'"'-~~~~~1: .•. "::::::"~:~:=,j;;::::':~~~~~;';:"::::.'.";::=:::;;~"J""'"\,;...:.:;::::;;:='.':::.:':~ _:j 
- _ . ., -. '-~" .•. ....."..., _. i-A -0'7""'""" 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
J053 Kij=ZO+Z1*K2+kS 
3054 X2:::K9+Xl 












,;07 is Y (?) ''"KO 
,) () ? 8 )' ( B ) '" fi'i . 
,,080 Y('7'i=Z!:i 
;082 Y (/0) .!f(2 




,l 0 (}4 V ( 1 :i ) .:: X :5 
30'16 Y(16)=X6 
30'113 Y ( '17) =>.? 
.)1 v 0 Y ( 1 a ) ::. H 3 
,~ 1 O::! Y ( I 9 ) ;: f( 4 
.) 1 04 Y ( 20 ) "" t( 5 
,lh)6 Y (21) ::.H6 
.5108 Y(22)=10 




3200 x,"Y (T) 
[ G~r,R6SWC~ACCOUNT~Ma5~238 
i: I~ JlE'T • VSTOL 
NO FILE NAMES SPECIFIED. 
[ BAH 1l: 
~ LOMI.VSIGL 
I;~N[I LOAli 
~ LOAD .1~f)SWC 
IlNIi LUAti 
$ HUN 
lJC ORl\bo ; ARli ; Ii/V OR [1[; ; AC,DC OR TR; SENS.' v OR N , XOR UK. (F' OR 
/..)7 
': l~,;28, 1) • n ~N. L 
~u~ST CASf ANALi~IS 
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APPE"DIX IC 
JUSTIFICATION FOR INPUT PARAMETERS 
In this appendix, Justification for numerical values of al' input para-
meters art given. These paraNter's have been defined in chapter 5 
(Vol~ I). 
Capacitor Time Constant G 
. 
Numerically, the titre constant C*RC caused by capacitance C and equiV-
alent series resistance RC is assigned a value of le.8E-fi. This value 
15 "rrived by assuming the use of three lS0V, 41 ~F foH .. tantaltn ~ap­
le1tors in series to provide the naceuary derating requ1redfor a 
270VDC working voitige. Since each capacitor 'can be expected to have 
a max.imum internal 'resistance of 0.4 ohms at the col~ temperature of 
~30oC. the time constant G becomes 0.4 • 47E-6 • 18.8E-6. See Figure 
Kl for the supporting datl,wh1ch 15 taken from TRW·s Elec'tron1c 
Component H.andboak. 
8a tter,)' C~rrent Ripple lAC 
Being of ernerg.ency use only, the source EMI in the battery is not ex-
pected tll be a seri ous concern 1 n the power system. . For the t 1 me be1 ng, 
a peak-to-peak 4-ampere limit is assigned arbitrarily as the ac com-
ponent in the source. The limit may be adjusted to I different num-
erical value pending further system definitions. 
Output Voltage Ripple RI 
The generator specification carries a 12V peak-to-peak limit (section 
3.7.5.3, NADC-VT-TS-7502). This specification is probably meant for 
lower frequencies corresponding to the speed range of the generator. 
A 6V peak-to-peak specification is assumed for the boost converter output 
at the converter switching frequencies. Again. this limit may be adj-
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Transistor conductton Voltage Drop (VS) . and Base-Tran~m1tter Voltage (VBE) 
Since the voltage ICroSS the transisto ... is at 'elst 270V dUring its 
off tillll, Ind the current through it cln be IS high as 50A or more, pre-
sently available transistors C;0mp4t1bl. for this .Ptllication will all 
hive high conduction drop. Transistor' 0601' with a 400V. 200A rating is 
specified to hlv. I 1.2SVmaxin.llll drop at the .... t.d current. In 
practical application the actull conduction d.-op 1$ closely relat.d to 
the converter input voltage, and the speed with which the tran1Jistor 
15 capable of turning fully on. which in turn 15 " function of the 
transistor drhe sch.me. In the computer program, I con$ervative 1.8V 
is asSigned tofS. This number can be reduced if techniques of conn.c'ting 
in series two transistors with lower vol tag. ratings can be utfl hed. 
th. choice of VeE-l.ZV is reisonable, IS it is the maximum V8E for I 
S-amper. baSe current. 
Diode Voltage (VO} 
Diode SA8466 by Semtech rat.d at 35A and 100DV appears to be mor. than 
adequate for this application. At 20-~m~.re th. diod. is measured to 
have a voltage drop of l.ZV. Voltage Va is therefore ass1gn.d ac-
cordingly . 
... 
Switching T'lmes For Transistors aodD10d.s TSR, TSF, TOR, TDF 
The switching times w111 be functions of switching cl,lrrent and bas. 
dir"" The rise and fill times TR and TF for both the transistor and 
the diode are assigned reasonable, consarvat1ve numberi. Theyare 
0.35 microseconds each fo ... the transistor, and 0.15 mic.-oseconds each 
for th. diode. 
Inductor-Related Paramet.rs RHO, FC\FW, BOC 
Due to the large flux excursion in the inductor. a powder-rcore is first ass-
umed for the application, with a peak operating flux density BOC of 
0.35 weber/meter2. Copper conductors result in a reshtivity RHO of 
'.72BE-6 ohm-meter. For a large inductor such as this, experiences. 
would generally dictate a winding pitch factor FC-2 and a window winding 
fill factor FW-0.35. A BOC of 1.2 weber/mZ ;s then used to make another 





Bftttery Wei9h~LAmpere-Huur Constant (K) 
The relationship between an individual cell weight and its ampere-
hour capacity can be found from "Nickel-Cadmium 8attery Application 
Engineering Handbook l ', 2nd Edition, General Electric Company, Pub-
lication Number GET-3148A. After' ~lotting weight versus ampert-
hour. it is seen to be essentially a str.ight line. with a slope of 
approximately 42 grams/ampere-hour. IS shown in Figure K2. 
Cell capacity As A Func,t10n of Discharge Rate, (M) 
The effeet of discharge rlte on c.ll cL\pacity is shown in Figure K3. 
which 15 obtained from the aforementioned GE Handbook. A 2C d1 s-
charge is estimated to produce a reduct'ion of the cell to 90S of its 
ampere-hour c,~Plc1ty rated at lC discharge. Th.refore. M htaken 
as 0.9. 
Cell Voltage (Vk) 
Nea r the end 0 f d i'sehl rge of 1 t s rated ampere-hour, the ce 11 vo ltage 
is reduced from 1.2SV nominal to a lower value thlt is I funct~on of 
temperature and discharge rate. In this application. I conservative 
(IV) h assumed for Vk. 
Mechanical structure Constant !<MEt and Thermal Design Con,stant (KTHE) 
These constant.s are important to the analysis, IS they affect Significantly 
the total system weight. Admittedly. the estimate of these constants 
is rather difficult, as it depends on various parameters including 
the vibration requirement and the thermal design at the system level. For 
the time being. the converter mechanical plckaging weight are modefled 
to be functions of output power PO and total loss Pl, in the form of 
KMEC*PO + KTHE*PL. 'Relying on experience primarily, !<MEC and KTHE are 
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Capacitor Density in Gra.s per Microfarad (kCAP) 
As previously stat~, thr .. 150-volt, 47-.1crofarad capacitors are connect~ 
in serie. to meet the required voltage with aMPle derating. Each capacitor 
w.i ghs 17.5 gr .• ' i a total of 3 )( 17.5 gra.. 1 s nee.d to make 47/3 m1 cro-
farads. In U'rms of grills per microfarad, the nu_r is tMrefore 
9 )( 17.5/47 • 3. 
Conductor Density DC and Core Density Ot 
The copper density is used for DC at 8.9E6 grams/metar3. The iron density 
is used for 01 at 7.8E6 grams/meter3. 
-201-
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